


Talks began on October 2 1
s t to integrate

about 80,000 pages of European law into
Turkey's legal code. The membership negotia-
tions, agreed on by the European Union's 25
members at a summit on the 3r d, aim to mod-
ernize and democratize Turkish law, bringing it
into line with the standards set for joining the
EU. Turkey has been seeking full EU member-
ship since 1987, but its accession was opposed
by several European nations, the most vocal
being Austria, and some Turkish groups.

The official opening of dialogue between
Turkey and Europe marks the beginning of a
process which will take at least ten years. The
earliest possible date for full membership is
2014 because the current EU budget, in effect
until 2013, does not take into account the mas-
sive costs associated with integrating Turkey.
Even that date is
very optimistic,
given the extent to
which Turkish
institutions must be
changed. Turkish
civil servants will
be invited to
Brussels, the seat of
EU government
institutions, to
learn about the
European system
while EU officials
comb through the
candidate state's
laws. The first
round of discus-
sions will harmo-
nize laws concern-
ing science and
research. Because of
difficulties with
candidate states in
previous rounds of
enlargement,
Turkey and fellow

it is denied fervently by the Austrian govern-
ment, there is speculation that opposition in
that nation (which was as high as 80% in some
polls) and others in eastern and central Europe
is rooted in the occupation of the region by the
Ottoman Empire, and the Ottoman sieges of
Vienna. Pressure from Austria led to the inclu-
sion-of text in the document outlining Turkey's
membership talks which specified that full
membership was not an inevitable result of the
process. Other objections have to do with the
effect that Turkey's population, which is very
large and radically different from any other
member state, would have on the EU's institu-
tions and economy. If Turkey were to join the EU
today, it would be have the second largest pop-
ulation in the union, behind Germany. It would
also be the poorest, with the average Turkish
citizen making one tenth what a worker in
Britain earns. Many are concerned that the
poorest European workers would be hurt by
competition from Turkish immigrants willing to
work for much less than locals. Another concern
is that Turkey's membership would overcompli-
cate the EU's already troubled Common
Agricultural Policy. Supporting the CAP cur-
rently accounts for nearly half of the European
Union's annual budget, and the effects of inte-
grating Turkey, in which 35% of the population
is employed in agriculture, is difficult to pre-
dict. Also, the addition of such a large, funda-
mentally different state makes the process of
deeper integration among the bloc's members
more difficult.

Turkey's supporters see its accession to.
the European club as a positive sign, an indica-
tor that there doesn't have to be any clash of civ-
ilizations between East and West. They point to
the modernizing influence the prospect of mem-
bership has had on Turkey, contrasting this

Turkey!
By Alex Walsh

state, as Spain and Poland did in the 1970s and
90s. Strategically, leaders also see the benefits
of having a democratic Turkey as an EU member
bordering Syria and Iraq. This may be one rea-
son the America has been a vocal proponent of
Turkey's acceptance into the union. Economists
concerned with the ageing population of Europe

hope that Turkey's younger, educated popula-
tion would help even out demographics.

Although a sizeable portion of the EU's
population is still opposed to accepting Turkey,
the group's leaders are mostly excited about the
idea, and hope that their constituents will come
around to it as well. Speaking on the day talks

inff;,-i nIoX117 Cy rr o n
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German foreign
minister Joschka
Fischer said
"Europe is the
winner today.
What has been
promised for
decades is now
entering its deci-
sive phase, which
will last a long
time... By that
time, many fears
will have been
overcome... The
ea s t e r n
Mediterranean
will be crucial for
peace in the 21st
century, not only
for Turkey, not
only for the
region, but for
Europe as a
whole."

candidate Croatia
are likely to face stricter criteria for member-
ship. Some are even objecting to the use of the
term "negotiations" for this process, as
European law is to be adopted, not compromised.

Opponents of Turkey's desire to join the
EU claim that it does not fit with Europe cul-
turally, or that its membership would damage
the bloc structurally. The cultural complaint
arises mainly from the fact that Turkey's popu-
lation is almost entirely Muslim, while Europe
is predominantly Christian. Although all of the
member states are secular in theory, a sense of
cultural pride, coupled with mild xenophobia
and Western paranoia about the Islamic world,
creates an undercurrent of resistance. Although

"soft power" to the "hard power" employed by
the United States in its attempt to democratize
Iraq. Since the process of working toward mem-
bership talks began, the Turkish government
has enacted a customs union with the EU, abol-
ished the death penalty, updated its criminal
code, improved policy concerning the Kurdish
minority, and improved economic stability. The
Turkish finance minister announced this week
that as of next year, the nation's public deficit
would be reduced to below the standards set for
EU membership. Continuing partnership
between Europe and Turkey would only serve to
extend this process, allowing Turkey to trans-
form itself into a truly modern and democratic
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The War on Terror, Post Consitut
With the October 16 referendum on

Iraq's new constitution widely anticipated to
have passed, the objectives outlined during the
invasion of Iraq have been met and are likely to
endure. The "regime change" is basically com-
plete. Sadaam Hussein's Baathist-dominated
regime has been toppled. Iraq's government is
no longer sending money to the families of
Palestinian suicide bombers. It is no longer
acting aggressively+r% vy % *. *, r% -% ' .I * +,, ,
LUWarU its nonmIIIIIILan

and democratic neigh-
bors. It is no longer
seeking alliances with
international terrorist
organizations or seek-
ing the technology to
kill large numbers of
civilians. Above all,
Iraq is no longer open-
ly defying the just
demands of the United
States and the United
Nations. Now, with a
democratic constitu-
tion approved and a
multi-party, pro-dem-
ocratic system in
place, we can be sure
that Iraq will never do
any of these things
again.

So what, you
might ask.

Because we
kept our backbone in
Iraq, other nations
have become significantly less defiant toward
us and the free world. Libya and North Korea
have agreed to give up their nuclear weapons
programs. Libya has even submitted to some UN
inspections, and we have other countries back-
ing us up against North Korea thanks to the six-
party talks. European nations are now backing
us up in our hard line toward Iraq, the one
country that is all but openly pursuing its own
nuclear weapons technology.

We have paid a heavy price. The failure
to find weapons of mass destruction in Iraq has
hurt the United States' credibility. The length
and difficulty of the Iraqi occupation has
stretched our military resources and made it
clear that we cannot win the War on Terror uni-
laterally or by force alone. We have done almost
nothing to finish the job on al-Qaeda and
allowed violent Islamic-extremists to trickle
into Iraq to cause trouble. The Bush adminis-
tration has been unwilling to hold itself
accountable for its mistakes and failures, and it
has failed to put the nearly 2,000 American
dead into any context aside from lofty plati-
tudes and unrealistically optimistic assess-
ments. Bush himself has delegated most of the
military and political strategy in Iraq, which is
fine. What is not fine is that nobody is account-
able. Bush hasn't really told the American peo-
ple who is accountable for Iraq, whose neck to
wring or who to give credit to.

But we can totally destroy a rogue state
government, maybe two, and scatter it to the
four winds. We can find and imprison a tyrant
and murder his sons. This makes other
tyrants scared. This makes other countries
listen to us and not openly pursue militaristic
and terrorist operations. That's half of the
battle won, half of the Bush doctrine realized,
and it was an important part of the War on
Terror. Now the terrorists themselves are all
that's left. It's time to put some serious
thought into that.

President Bush has this idea that if
democracy succeeds in Iraq, it will spread to

other Middle Eastern nations and eliminate
autocratic regimes that encourage and breed
terrorism. Already, Kuwaiti women have
earned the right to vote for the first time, and
Palestine and Lebanon have held free elections
of governments that truly represent and are
accountable to the popular will. Fine. But what
is he proposing to do about the al-Qaeda-linked
insurgents in Iraq? They may have come in to

fight the US forces,
-+

out Ltey are staying
to overthrow the new
government by any
means necessary. His
tired line, "as the
Iraqis stand up, we
will stand down" is
not a satisfactory
answer unless we're
willing to arm them
like we did Israel (I
have my doubts).
Someone will have to
have to drive out the
insurgents and
ensure that Iraq
remains safe.
Someone will have to
seal the Syrian and
Iranian borders and
make it unmistakably
clear that these coun-
tries are not to assist
or harbor militants
seeking to overthrow
the Iraqi government.
Someone will have to

be accountable for making sure a stable, demo-
cratic government remains in Iraq-and every
other country that adopts one. That someone
will probably be us.

Decades from now, historians may have a

,Current. Events

ion
By Jorge Sierra

difficult time parsing out when exactly the War
in Iraq transformed again into the War on
Terror, when the ambition to destroy a rogue
state and ensure it never again stirred took a
backseat to the need to protect and promote the
fledgling democracy and destroy the al-Qaeda
forces in currently making Iraq unsafe. The
point is that right now, our mission in Iraq and
the world is definitely more of the latter.

The anti-war left should realize that
most of its old anti-war arguments no longer
apply. Iraq was an unjust war? Against whom?
Sadaam Hussein? The Sunni elites? Serves them
right. The Iraqis don't want us there? That was
last year. Civilian casualties? Absolutely. The
Shiites want an end to the bombings that are
killing hundreds of army and police volunteers
and assassinations that are targeting their
patriots. We have an obligation to capture and
kill the foreign interlopers who are murdering
civilians. International opposition? Maybe I'll
take that seriously when the French stop buy-
ing books saying we blew up the'Twin Towers
ourselves. Oil? Last time I checked, our oil
prices were rising. No link with al-Qaeda?
They're there now; that means we stay. And
Iraqis and other Middle Easterners have proved
surprisingly receptive to Western-style democ-
racy, adapting it to their own cultural norms.

Yet we do need a new strategy. All that
razzle-dazzle of disaster preparedness reform
and New Deal business Bush pulled after FEMA
bungled New Orleans really needs to be brought
into the War on Terror somehow. A couple of
heads rolling wouldn't hurt, either. This coun-
try must make it a priority to break the spirit
and the resources of the remaining internation-
al terrorists. We have to ensure that the demo-
cratic reform necessary to prevent the future
growth of terrorism sticks. Yet all this country
seems to have to choose from is bad leadership
on one hand and even worse ideas on the other.
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The Boy Who Cried... Par sansh
Whenever there's a problem in politics

today, we seem to notice one word popping up all
over the place. That word is partisanship, the
be-all and end-all excuse to do whatever you
want. Indicted for breaking campaign finance
laws? Must be a partisan attack. Outed any CIA
agents lately? Of course not, that's just a parti-
san attack on your integrity. Screw up any
wars? How about disaster relief? Know any
swift boat veterans?

Do you see where this is going? Clearly,
you can already guess which side of the fence
my political views lean towards. I'm not going
to say that this is something that only comes
from people on the other side, but right now in
American politics, on both sides, there is a
problem.

Partisanship is not the answer. In order
for the government to do its job and to truly be
free and fair, we need people to question what
happens, to find the truth, and to make accusa-
tions where they are appropriate. If we let our
politicians write every accusation off as "parti-
san hackery" we're really sending the message
that we're ok with being lied to.

Maybe in some very rare cases there are
personal vendettas taken out in politics that are
completely baseless. But usually, there is at
very least some credibility to accusations being
brought against a politician. And is it that sur-
prising? After all, we all know what great,
upstanding citizens all politicians are, right?
Of course, there are never any bribes, kick-
backs, and/or questionable actions by our
elected representatives.

Clearly those we've chosen to represent
us think they've pulled the wool over our eyes.
They think the public is naive, that we don't

care about wrongdoing by our representatives,
with our tax dollars. So far, we've proven them
right. The public as of yet hasn't shown clear-
ly to leaders that these are things we won't tol-
erate. Even from the left wing, protest has been
minimal against the large-scale corruption in
our current government.

And yet every time the jungle of politics
finds some evidence to pin a corrupt official
with an actual crime, we let them find a way to
write it off. Often, that way is the magic word,
'partisanship'. And often although the crimes
they are accused of may seem insignificant, the

Revisioning Nature: Take a Walk in the V
Revisioning Nature is-an open exhibit in

the Student Activities Center Gallery, now until
November 17, 2005. Not all of the artists were
able to attend the opening reception on
Thursday, October 20, 2005 so, in order to
honor them appropriately in ink, their names
are as follows: Inmaculada Abarca, Melanie
Baker, Jorge Diezma, Nancy Goldengberg, Todd
McColister, Jason Paradis, Mel Pekarsky, Casey
Ruble, Begonia Santa Cecilia and Matthew
Sutherlin. After an enlightening introduction
by Keith Miller, the artists introduced their
work and answered the audience's questions.

When-I stepped into the gallery, I felt as
though I entered some bizarre version of a jun-
gle, a warped setting of woods and flowers, and
a freak farm all at once. Despite the fact that
the art resembled nature, I felt far away from
nature. No artist explained my feelings better
than Jorge Diezma, who came all of the way from
Spain to show his work here at Stony Brook.

ll~l. 1 . 1 1 1 P 1' '
Students snoul
leged. Jorge pa
ety of animals
follows: Conejc
Obispo, Oveja,
Cabeza Pato.
When you
a d m i r e
Jorge' s
work, you wil
not think yo
are looking a
an actual ani-
mal. Jorg
deliberatel.
has given th
animals an arti

cial look; they are nothing like the real thing.
They are recognizable for the kind that they are,
sure, but they are clearly a shiny imitation, not
like the creatures you would see in the woods.
Jorge explains that it is culture and language
that separates humankind from nature. In order
to become one with nature, humans would have
to abandon culture.

I spoke with artist Todd
McColister after the discussion. He did
not give his work a title; rather, the title
is simply, Untitled. Don't overlook his

'tree', which is what it is referred to
because it has the resemblance of a tree
in some respects. Todd's tree is rather
small next to the massive art to the right
and left of his, but stop and look at
Todd's tree. However, I warn you not to
touch the fruit or taste it or else you

might die. No, I'm sure you won't but die,
but it would be disrespectful to Todd as an
rtist. The fruit is fruit of desire made of

By Rachel Eagle Reiter
small silver bells. Todd -describes them as
being something feminine. The fruit represents
what is desirable. Remember, you are not to
touch the fruit. They make an enticing jingle
when you gently touch the trunk as Todd
demonstrated for me. The roots run deep,
searching for knowledge, perhaps; this is why
the fruit is so desirable since it grows on a tree
of knowledge of...you finish the sentence.
Jason Paradis is the third and final artist who I
spoke with and he really obliged me with an in-
depth discussion of the philosophy behind his
art and his business card. Jason is the creator
of Campfire 3 and Campfire 6. He has used ink,
water color and graphite to form his creation.
No, he did not speak it into existence. Jason
reveals that the closest he ever came to religion
was looking at the stars. It is easy to feel lost as
a small part of the great universe when looking
out into the night sky. But I didn't feel lost or
small when I admired Jason's campfires
because, in the background, there is a unique
display of constellations. The linear connec-
tions and the shapes made between the stars
give the viewer a feeling of connectedness and
oneness with some great force that is indefin-
able. Smoke rises in an infinite manner; there
is no top to it. What a small fire, it is, that has
made such a great amount of smoke. In the midst
of this vastness, there is a stabilizing force, a
silver moon, or what appears to be a silver moon
precisely measured with an exact circumfer-
ence in the way of a mathematician or a scien-
tist rather than an artist. A couple of personal
events inspired Jason when he created Campfire
3 and Campfire 6, namely showing his wife her
very first constellation and the memory of
camping as a child.

Current Events
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By Bryan Barash
corruption goes far deeper and that accusation
is just the only crime that can be proven with
enough evidence to actually mean something.

Now, I'm going to take a moment to "pick
on" our current president. I say pick on in
quotes because guess what, G. W.? When you
decided to be president, you should've known
that "being picked on" and "partisan' attacks"
were going to come, baseless or not. You are the
leader of the free world, you have the most con-
trol over our tax dollars, and your decisions can
even, in many cases, mean life or death for thou-
sands, if not millions, of people.

So yes, I think it's clearly appropriate to
have our government, especially at the highest
levels, under constant scrutiny. However, you
don't need to look through a microscope to see
the failings of our current administration that
are increasingly written off as partisanship.
Our president speaks of partisan attacks on his
war record, his handling of our current war, his
handling of Katrina, and many other issues. It
doesn't take a genius to see that these issues
aren't partisan at all; they are issues that have
obvious merit. They are issues that should be
discussed.
In fact, our failure to discuss them and find
accountability in them is a huge failure of our
central government. And even on a more basic
level, the public's apathy to these issues and
seeming indifference to the countless blunders
is just more evidence of the kind of stagnation
and decadence that leads to becoming "a once
great nation". Now I don't know about you, but
I'd rather not live in a "once-great nation" if I
could avoid it. So maybe it's time to put down
the People magazine and pick up a newspaper,
before it's too late.
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The Lost Battle for CBG
For those who do not know what CBGB's

is, shame on you. Once the quintessential punk
rock club in the 1970's, giving birth to the
Ramones and Blondie (among others), has since
hosted artists of every genre and background,
ranging from AC/DC, Bruce Springsteen, and Ice
T, to about any band you can name (important or
not). It began in an afternoon in 1973, when
three members of Television
approached the owner, Hilly
Kristal, outside the club,
looking for a place to play. A
few nights before, the Mercer
Arts Center had quite liter-
Allv fallen dnwn leavino the"Ily I , gv VV III IVH I S LIb
budding musicians of the
punk rock genre no place to
grow. Hilly Kristal agreed to
allow Television to play
despite the fact that they
were not a Country Blue
Grass Blues (CBGB) band. A
few weeks later the Ramones
played their first show at
CBGB's. And the rest, it
could be said, is history.X T ---'I n - ---- I - .- -- dI-I 's - -
Now, 32 years later, CtBjB s
has lost its lease to the Bowery Residents'
Committee and may very well be shut down by
the end of the year.

If you've never been to CBGB's, it's a
small, rundown, dark and crowded club. The
bathrooms hardly have doors, and the dressing

rooms are nothing more than 5x5 boxes where
bands can stack their equipment. The floor and
the stage are made of scrap wood, uneven and
dangerous to those playing and attending shows.
However, upon entering the club you can't help
but feel some sense of self-importance, being
inside a place with such rich history. Every
surface is covered in stickers, flyers, and writ-

, ings promoting bands, shows,
and politics of the past, present
and future. CBGB's boasts to hav-
ing the "best sound in NYC" and
they may very well be right. For
anyone passionate about music,
RCBGR's i. the hnlv land

Troubles for CBGB's date
back 5 years to a rent battle
between Hilly Kristal and the
executive director of the Bowery
Residents' Committee, Muzzy
Rosenblatt. Things came to a head
in March 2005 when Rosenblatt
threatened to no longer renew
CBGB's lease due to back rent and
repair violations. Rosenblatt
claimed that CBGB's owed more
tnan $ iuu,uuu in bacK rent ana

took the historic club to court. The court battle
dragged through August when the court ruled
against Rosenblatt, citing that a bookkeeping
error on the Committee's part was responsible
for the non-payment of rent, and Kristal was not
responsible for paying the back rent. For a

--- -I -- --

elected Cerar
Structure Works of Natalie SchL

October 11th at 8pm was the opening
reception for 2005 URECA 1st place recipient
Natalie Schultz' ceramic sculpture gallery in
Tabler Arts Center. This building, which is
lncated in TahlPr Onad of STTNY

Stony Brook, houses several
performance spaces and meet-
ing halls as well as rehearsal
rooms and an art gallery. The
center is open Mon-Fri
12noon-10pm and Sat and Sun
from 5pm-10pm with the art
gallery being . open during
those hours. Everyone is wel-
come to stop on by and check
out the latest works from their
peer undergraduate students.

At first glance, Schultz'
exhibit (a collection of works
from 2004-2005) is an unusual
one. There are many unfamiliar
forms and confusing combina-
tions. The statements regarding
the works she posted in the
walls help to clarify the confu-
sion a great deal.

One of the first striking
pieces, E.Dead.Motional
Orgasm, is of a ceramic cast
torso with fabric draped
behind it. According to
Schultz, "The imagery is the
reverse of the stereotypical imagery of
Victorian women represented with tight
corsets." E.Dead.Motion is also a name of a song
by Diary of Dreams, a band that the artist favors
very much, perhaps even over men because "you
can always find the perfect song to fit your
mood, but you can't find a perfect man." Men
also tried to find perfection in the shape of a

woman's body, which ended up getting con-
trolled by corsets. In her plaster piece she
reveals her torso as a true testament to what the
female body does look like, perfection or not.

Next to the nlaster/fab--,_--~- -_ -, J ---.- ---

ric combination stands a
penis in a plaster hand
with pink barbed wire
around the shaft. The
pink barbed wire repre-
sents the false idea that
women can control men
by flaunting their femi-
ninity. Here women fail
once again to reveal their
true selves by thinking
in men's terms, meaning
"the flaunting."

The second work
is a combination of wood
column surrounded by
pink barbed wire, a
green leg, a cracked face,
and enormous peacock-
feather-looking metal
works. This work, Power
Over Temptation repre-
sents Lilith (the serpent
in the Garden of Eden),
the snake giving humans
the power of knowledge.
A snake coils from the

stoneware leg that sits upon the column, up
through the mouth of the cracked face which sits
on top of the leg. As humans gain knowledge, we
are also put through stress, responsibilities,
and anguish, thus "cracking under pressure."
The peacock feathers represent Hera, Queen of
the Greek Gods, who is also the God of marriage
and order. Once humans know all, order can

lic:
iltz

By Lena Tumasyan
start to take place whereas before only heaven-
ly chaos ensued.

In the middle of the gallery was a table
full of rectangular shapes that were twisted,
molded, and hardened. Schultz states that these
organic forms juxtapose work and play, prison
and freedom, society and the self. She tries to
escape typical shapes and forms in this
Release/Daily Grind: Keys to Unlocking the
Prison Gates of Freedom.

Along the wall facing the plaster torso
was a line of shelves with works collectively
named Floral Ruins. Describing these pieces is
difficult because they do not take on regular
shapes. I would best be able to explain then
through her terminology of a "trans process."
Schultz starts with soft clay, sets upon is hard-
er clay, twists, molds, sometime spins on the
wheel. She does not aim for any particular
shape, just going with what flows out of her
hands. Finally they have a resemblance of solid
blocky flowers growing in concrete messes.
Some have more colors than others, some parts of
the "flowers" shinier then other flowers, each
being different, each being "unearthly."
Next to Floral Ruins is a funny named clay piece
How to Starve a Virus. When I asked Schultz to
explain how does one indeed starve a virus, she
explained "by working with clay." Apparently
this follows the "feed a cold, starve a virus"
saying and perhaps it even proves it true in a
situation such as this one where the artist was
working through her illness.

So far, the works listed above are hard
for me to comment on because I have not seen
anything similar to this before. I enjoyed the
variety of shapes, types of clay, and colors. One
thing I did notice is that Schultz uses an egg fre-

Current Events

B's
By Lauren Guenveur

while, in the early part of the court battle, it
appeared that Rosenblatt would reconsider
CBGB's for another lease, at double the rent,
bringing it up to $38,000 a month. Kristal, who
didn't think that doubling the rent was fair,
nonetheless agreed, as he tried everything to
keep the club going. However the court's deci-
sion did not sit nicely with Rosenblatt, and con-
cluded on September 1s t that he would not
renew CBGB's lease. He has asked the club to
leave quickly and quietly.

Hilly Kristal has vowed to keep shows
booked throughout September. He still main-
tains that there is a compromise to be made, and
will remain in the club until the Bowery
Residents' Committee comes to their senses and
offers CBGB's some sort of deal. On August 31s t,
there was a rally featuring Blondie, Public
Enemy and Gavin Rossdale (or Mr. Stefani, I
should say) in support of CBGB's. Even Mayor
Bloomberg has attempted to mediate the situa-
tion, and hopes that if CBGB's need close, it can
be moved to another location in the city. If you
haven't had a chance to go to CBGB's, go now. See
a show before the end of September, as the
future of the club after that no longer looks
promising.
(Side note: Three days after typing this article,
I was informed that in addition to losing CBGB's,
we have lost the Downtown, one of the last
decent venues of Long Island. This is a sad day,
month, and year indeed.)
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Porn Makes People Go BONKERS!
Last Tuesday, there was no USG Senate meeting.

It was canceled because they were short for quorum.
Quorum is half plus one of the total number of members.
They needed nine senators and were short by three or
four. This was a little disappointing because this very
paper was going to be a topic of discussion.

The Press published a picture of penetration in
Amberly Jane's well-established sex column.
Apparently it's ok to talk about sex but when it j
comes to showine it. everyone's got an issue.
The USG and Campus Attorneys advise
Ro to pull the issue. Eunice decided
the issue before the Senate last Tuesd

Put aside the argument about
USGhas the ability to censor the
pulling it or not. Why is everyone u
about a penis going into a vagina?

We at the paper understand t
and that this picture shouldn't be ii
hands of minors. That's why we lii
distribution to dorms and acade
buildings where minors don't fre-
quent.

The legality of the
issue was addressed but
some seemed more appalled
at the vulgarity of the pic-
ture.

All that was intended with this picture was that
people gain an understanding 'of the "Reverse Cowgirl"
position from the Kama Sutra.

What's the problem with seeing two people have
sex? We can print eight pages of Jesus' penis and have
the Battle of Hoth on it but sex is taboo? Maybe the

problem lies in that a lot of people are shameful of
their own bodies. If they can't have sex that looks

Sthat good then no one can. Then no one can see it.
Perhans. neonle are insanelv iealous. What if-. . . .- . j .. - _ .. . . . . .. .-. .-

What if everyone could
ide for hours and have

multiple orgasms?
Maybe then peo-

ple wouldn't be so
uptight about sex.
Maybe then people

wouldn't have a hang-up
bout genitalia entering
cr genitalia.
[aybe next time we'll use
>eople having sex. Old
veryone is going to have
has passed into the mar-
ollege haze that is their
no one wants to see. Sex
.l to the "prurient inter-

If Not For You Meddling Kids...
My plan was perfect. The stages were set.

Everything was falling into place. My dreams of run-
ning that carnival of horrors were about to be realized.
But then you kids came along.

I'd cleverly disguised myself as the Hallows
Eve Goon in order to scare you kids away. Back in the
ghost house, I saw you and that pesky dog run away
frightened. I thought you were gone for good. Then that
preppy sonofabitch and his slutty girlfriend had to
take charge. Quickly, I disguised myself as The
Mortimer, and hid behind the cotton candy stands.
That little slut ran away when I jumped out, but
then she came. The apple of my eye. /
The glitter in my candle. The .
Pepto-Bismol in my stomach. /
Velma, the Queen of
Queens. She seduced me,
and took me as one of
her own. I succumbed
to her mathematic flir-
tations, and you damn
kids ruined my day
once again.

Old man
Grossly, the man you
thought committed
those murders, was
innocent after all. It was
I who gang raped thost
dolphins and stole the
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diamonds. It looks like you fingered the wrong man.
And I fingered the wrong man as well, and it made my
hand smell grotesque.

You damned meddling kids! You found me
after all, and now it appears that Constable Jenkins will
be taking me away. No bother! I will reemerge one day.
That will be the day of reckoning. You kids will not rec-
ognize me in my other disguises. I have a great many! I
have costumes that resemble the Great White Devil
Dolphin, and I didn't even have to use that to rape that
family of bottle-nosed beauties. You, all of you, you
ruined my night. That is all, though. It is not over.

This is my show now, and the laugh track
• .N is on. You kids will not recognize me

, . in my other disguises. I have a
S great many! I have costumes that

Sresemble the Great White Devil
I I didn't even have
to rape that family
sed beauties. You,
all of you, you

ruined my night.
That is all,
though. It is not
over. This is my

show now, and
laugh track is on

Mark my words,
tery squad: My
3till.

WannaiKnow Where You Can Stick Your Opinions?
(Hint: It rhymes with "Stained-Glasshole")

sbpress@ic.sunysb.edu

or website-it-up big time at

www.thepress.info

Editorials

Edito ssn l Bo aLIs r d.

Staff
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Editorials
the community news and features paperi

Electomaphone!

Drag your lazy ass over to the SAC on election day. You've got a job notorious for twenty years of devastatingly late budgets. The 1
to do. Tuesday, November 8 will provide a delightful opportunity to ets are embarassing, but more importantly, they leave schools
remind the politicians that, to paraphrase Abraham Lincoln, some of the one else who depends on state money in chaos. Proposal 1 wou
people are watching, some of the time. some of the partisan budget bickering and allow the state to

Which came first, low campus turnout for local elections or low functioning when the Governor and the Legislature decide to pl
camnns rcamnaining hv local candidates? en.
Local leaders effect student lives in more
ways than one. Here's one big.one: the cost of
housing. In recent years students have only
shown up for statewide and national races.
The more students who cast their vote on
Tuesday, November 8, the more likely these
clowns will care about treating us right. As
things stand right now, almost no local politi-
cians give a rat's ass about Stony Brook stu-
dents.

The one standout is Steve Fiore-
Rosenfeld. Steve is a former Stony Brook stu-
dent and a veteran activist. Years ago he was
personally involved, on our campus, in the
fight to get students the right to vote here, as

*. --- .f•_ _.1 r. . f- + U z1 -d -.6- -t, % n -1 : ,- +,a uniTleu group, insteau oi nuio niri parentLs
n A*If l Ink 0l Q +Cl , + 1., ,1,, ZI rU, " I x +*" v - rt % b n x - A-> r -
adUiCresses. tOLeV IS t11e on111 mlem1U1 i UI Li t UU rooI.1

Town Counil who isn't with the majority Republic
Party. In that position as a critical outsider he has
been a driving force behind an important election
reform also on the ballot, Proposal 3, which we'll
get to in a minute. Steve Fiore-Rosenfeld visits
our campus, he makes time to hear our problems,
and The Press thinks he deserves our votes.

Also in the mix on Tuesday, November 8
are questions for the voters. The Press is voting
"Yes" for all three Propositions.

Proposal 1 is a statewide reform of the

/.->

..
'2,

ate budg-
and any-

ld cut out
continue

ay chick-

Proposal 2 allows the state to borrow
money for transportation infrastructure,
building and repairing our roads and bridges.
We agree with the opinion piece advocating for
Proposal 2 in this newspaper on page thirteen.

Proposal 3 reforms elections in the
Town of Brookhaven. Right now, if someone
leaves office in the middle of their term , the
Town Council appoints their replacement.
Since incumbency (already being in office) is
a huge advantage in politics, this first
appointment can set a politician up with a
cushy job. He or she won't face any meaning-
ful competition, even in future reelection
campaigns. The Brookhaven Town Council is
,1 L - i t b •r X - ra L-rti dL th~ t n rtJ L isp
UU IIIIIIa LVU. Up Jll Ly l, a lla. L pIa P..J yJ L O

dominated by bosses. This loophole out of real, con-
tested elections has reinforced Brookhaven's sti-

fling corruption. Proposal 3 forces special elec-
tions instead of appointments.

For voters prepared to put in a little extra
effort, The Press endorses a write-in vote for
Sim6n Bolivar ("The name of my country is
America") in the Town Supervisor race, to
protest both dominant parties' pandering to
xenophobic anti-immigration sentiment among

SSuffolk County's whitest.
The hide the voting booths in the SAC.

Tuesday, November 8 won't know what hit it.

I'

infamous New York budget process. New York is

SUN MON TUE WED THU FR SAT
Editorial
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Compiled by Claudia Toloza & Marcel Votlucka
International National

Former President of Ecuador Arrested
Former Ecuadorian President Lucio Guti6rrez was arrested earli-

er this week when he returned to Quito. Gutierrez was removed from
power in April of this year after he dismantled the Supreme Court His
actions in April led to many protests and eventually led him to declare
a state of emergency in Ecuador. After fleeing Ecuador he sought
asylum in Brazil and later he remained some time in Colombia. The
warrant for his arrest declared Gutierrez to be a threat to nation- '
al security after he accused Alfredo Palacio,his successor and for-
mer Vice President, of having assumed power illel

Report Released Finds U.N. Peacekeeper
are involved in Sexual Misconduct

A report released by Refugees
International has found that there has been sex-
ual misconduct on behalf of U.N. peacekeepers.
This report is an update on a report released
earlier this year by Prince Zeid Raad al-
Hussein, who is also the U.N.'s Ambassador to
Jordan. In his report it was found that some U.N.
peacekeepers had been involved in sexual mis-
conduct against women, and in some cases even
rape, in the Congo in exchange for providing food
and money. The report also targets the United Nations
for not being strict enough in its zero tolerance policy
against peacekeepers.

Hurricane Wilma Brings Destruction in Mexico
On Friday hurricane Wilma struck the Yucatan Peninsula in

Mexico. Many tourists who travel to the area to enjoy the Cancun resorts
and Mayan ruins were forced to evacuate and seek shelter in government
buildings and schools. Some areas in Cancun are reportedly flooded with
up to four feet in water and there were also wind gusts reported to be up
to 110 mph. The hurricane's strong winds have caused a lot of damage to
many buildings in the area. The heavy rains have also flooded the major
highway that connects many of the seaside resorts.

Presidential Elections in Liberia Call for a Runoff in
November

Liberia held its Presidential election on October 11, of the 22
presidential candidates not one was able to obtain the majority needed to
win the election. On November 8 Liberia will hold a runoff election
between the two candidates who received the majority of votes, Ellen
Johnson-Sirleaf and George Weah. Both candidates come from completely
different backgrounds. Ms. Sirleaf is an Ivy League-educated woman who
has worked for the World Bank and the United Nations. If Ms. Sirleaf wins
she will become the first woman President in Liberia. Mr. Weah is a for-
mer soccer player who played in several European soccer teams in the

1990's. Much of Mr. Weah's support comes from

U.S. Military Investigates the Burning of Taliban Fighters
SBS, an Australian television network, broadcasted a report which

allegedly, showed two American soldiers burning the bodies of what were
believed to be Taliban fighters. The footage was shot by Stephen Dupont,
an independent journalist. This incident set off a reaction from the
Islamic community, who warned that protests may result in reaction to

this incident. The burning of the bodies is considered a desecration
since Muslims do not believe in cremation. The U.S. military has taken
steps in looking into this matter by opening an investigation through

r Criminal Investigation Division.

CIA employees may escape charges in
prison abuse cases

CIA employees may avoid facing criminal
charges in cases of prisoner abuse in Iraq and
Afghanistan, despite the agency's involvement in
the incidents. Federal prosecutors, reviewing
cases of alleged abuse and prisoner deaths, have

notified lawyers that they do not yet intend to
bring crimi-nal charges against accused abusers,

partly because these cases are still under review.
'he prosecutors' judgment also reflects the fact that,

compared to military personnel, CIA personnel have
been much less involved in prisoner abuse.

The cases cited include the death of another prisoner in CIA cus-
tody at Abu Ghraib prison in 2003 and the asphyxiation of another pris-
oner after days of interrogation involving at least one CIA officer. These
cases became public in April 2004, coinciding with the Abu Ghraib
prison abuse scandal going public. The cases are based on reviews of
eight dossiers referred to the Justice Department by the CIA's inspector
general, describing possible misconduct by a half dozen to a dozen C.I.A.
employees in prisoner abuse and deaths.

So far, only one person linked to the CIA, David Passaro, has been
charged, and he was a contract worker and not a CIA agent per se.

Details about the CIA cases remain classified.

o are attracted to the fact that he
ad much involvement in Liberian
)litics.

Brazil Will Vote on a
Firearms Ban

Brazil will vote on a pro-
posed gun ban. The ban originat-
ed as an effort to help reduce
gun violence. If the referendum
is passed it would prohibit the
sale of guns and ammunition, it
would also limit the ownership of

guns to police officers, the mili-
ary, collectors, sport shooters, and

some security guards. Before the referen-
dum came to be, there was strong support for the

ban on guns. Surprisingly, after the referendum was called for and both
sides got to present their cases in television campaigns, the pro-gun
lobby increased in support. According to a report by UNESCO Brazil is
second to Venezuela with an estimated 21.72 deaths by guns per 100,000
people a year. However this number increases in shantytowns where gun
violence is much higher.

News In BriefPage 8



"Camraderie, Mayhem, Winning, and Beer"
"Stony Brook Rugby: The Cool C

All we ruggers want is some respect, not
to say that we all necessarily respect ourselves.
We are the members of Stony Brook Rugby
Football Club, the sickest sports team on cam-
pus, hands down. By now, you have probably
heard the buzz around campus about how crazy
we are, as well as how successful our season has
been. If not, you are probably one of the many
normal people on campus, and we don't care
about your kind anyway. But if you are familiar
with the likes of Treebanger, Kemikal Ali, His
Homecoming Highness Cody, that mysterious
six-foot-five freak with the big head (oh wait,
that's me), or the other characters of our clan,
you know the raw deal. We are a fun-loving,
diverse group of gentlemen who are not afraid of
anything but sobriety. It is a well known fact
that our parties are unparalleled. I mean, we
have hosted Beerfest and Liquor fest in recent
history, and are infamous for such activities as
Jell-o pudding wrestling and drinking beer-
like fluids from shoes. For the few of you who
have never been to a party at the rugby hous,e, I
won't go any further into details about the
raunchy good times you will have. But I have to
ask: where the hell have you been? Find out
about the next party and get your lame ass to the
beer pong table! (Note: wear clothing you do not
care about.)

Not only do we party with your girl-
friend like it's 1999, but we also kick major ass
on the playing field. Now, for the hundreds of
you who have gotten wasted and done stupid shit
with us, there are only handfuls that actually
come to games on Sundays at 1:00 pm. What the
shit? We don't wear much equipment but we
beat the living crap out of each other for eighty
minutes. We tackle, we run people over, we lift
"jumpers" in the air, and we score in exciting,
epic matches. We then go sing hilarious songs
and drink ourselves crazy with the other team
and our fans. And we do it all for the sake of
Stony Brook, the sake of clean fun, and the sake
of beer. Plus, for a limited time we feature a
Tribby. You still haven't rolled out of bed to
experience the madness? Well, trust me, the

shit is tons of fun to play and to watch. (We are
always looking for more quality players and
groupies.) To top it all off, we are actually pret-
ty good at what we do. At the time of this writ-
ing, we are undefeated (3-0) in Division III of
the Metropolitan Rugby Union (no, we ain't part
of the NCAA). Sunday, October 2 3 r dwill be our
final game of the regular season and will be at
our home, the rugby field between South P and

Stony Brook Road. Since the regular season is at
its close, we are pushing for lots of crowd sup-
port at this last match versus SUNY Maritime. If
we win, we will be the #1 seed from Div. III going
into the playoffs. Stony Brook could certainly
use a team or two that actually wins champi-
onships. Sure, it's "just the rugby club," but we
tough sons of bitches take our game seriously.
Winning is always stepping in the right direc-
tion toward bringing our university pride and
prestige.

----
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By Jeffrey C. Carey
This is Stony Brook Rugby's 2 5

t h

anniversary season. Teams all across the north-
eastern US know about the dominant force SBU
Rugby has become. This evolution has been
excruciatingly slow, and to build the program,
many have sacrificed plenty. Now it is time for
the student body and administration to embrace
us. We need stuff. We need respect and to be
taken seriously as a school-sponsored entity.
Oh yes, we need balls. We need better mainte-
nance for our field and new jerseys and equip-
ment-this equates to more money. We need
bleachers, not blankets and folding chairs for
fans to sit on. We need fans to come out and
support us, no matter if they do have to sit on
grass and no matter how trashed they were the
night before. We always need players. Don't
believe any hype about rugby being "football
without pads." Come out to a practice and/or
game and see for yourself what this hella-inter-
esting game is about. Make your own observa-
tions. Shit, we don't even hold tryouts-you just
show up and you become a part of it all. You
might acquire a few bruises along the way, but
that's part of the fun of Fight Club, I mean, um,
Rugby. You might as well give it a shot, because
it pays to be involved in something not boring at
Stony Brook. Besides, not everybody is cut out
for fraternities and sororities, or the ever-pop-
ular Math Club. Rugby is an equal-opportunity
game, and we do have both men's and women's
teams. No matter what your background, college
major, ethnicity, illness, dysfunction, disfigu-
ration, or experience in the world of sports,
there's always a warm wet spot for you with
Stony Brook Rugby. What's more, we play tour-
naments and non-league games all spring long
so addicted ruggers can get their fix. And of
course, the beer flows like wine all year long.
As aforementioned, groupies are always wel-
comed. Check us out: you might find out that you
also become addicted to our debauch lifestyle.
Meetings are Tuesday nights in the SAC 3r d
Floor lounge, or contact SBURFC President Ali
Nazir [StOpNoAnDdOnT@aol.com] if interested
in joining. Normal people need not apply.
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Selectd Cerarr
Structure Works of Natalie Schultz continu

quently as a dramatic shape in her work. One
piece, named Monument to Spring has an egg as
the focal point to represent revival during the
spring season. Another, named
Chartransformation, contains a large green egg
on a velvety blanket inside a wooden cocoon.
Here the egg is emerging out of it and is being
displayed to the world. The egg is indeed a sym-
bol of strength and fragility. As Schultz tells
me "Pushing the egg from the ends is difficult
and it won't crack easily, but if you tap it from
the side it gives in easy."

The recurring enormous egg (about 5-
inches big) was one of the best parts of the
entire exhibit.

The wide range of materials used, from
plaster to clay, stoneware, wood, paint, fabric,
and metal, is unusual to find all in one place.
(Types of clay vary by the amount of heat they
harden in. Soft clay, a.k.a. earthenware a.k.a.
terracotta, is low temperature; stoneware is
much harder, and is medium temperature;

porcelain is the hardest and heats at the top
temperature of approximately 30000 F.) The
metal peacock feathers were quite inviting to
look at, and the
Monument egg
piece was a
detailed, intri-
cate discovery.
However, the
Ruins on the wall
were a bit hard to
associate to any-
thing I know or
expect to find.
E.Dead .Motional
Orgasm was a
gutsy work.

Schultz
started her pas-
sion for sculpture
by taking short
classes at the
Union's craft cen-

lie:
ed...

By Lena Tumasyan
on to take more advanced courses through the
Studio Art Major. Although currently she's in
the process of completing her second bachelor's

degree in History,
Schultz says "sculp-
ture and clay work-
ing will always be a
passion of mine, one I
didn't expect to
have."

You can contact
Schultz by visiting
her website,
www.chartrans.com
You can also see her
URECA-winning
piece in the Dean's
Office, SAC 2nd
floor.
Selected Ceramic
Sculpture is open
October 10-21.

ter. She then went
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Shifting the Foot Back Int Their Mot
The Patriot points out some mildly
embarrassing quotes by obscure liber-
als. Well, how about these quotes by
conservatives? As they so eloquently
put it, we like to just let them speak
for themselves.

"Conservatives saw what happened to us on 9/11
and said: we will defeat our enemies. Liberals
saw what happened to us and said: we must
understand our enemies. Conservatives see the
United States as a great nation engaged in a
noble cause; liberals see the United States and
they see ... Nazi. concentration camps, Soviet
gulags, and the killing fields of Cambodia" -
Karl Rove, White House deputy chief of staff and
George W. Bush's chief political adviser

"(Feminism) encourages women to leave their
husbands, kill their children, practice witch-
craft, destroy capitalism and become lesbians."
- Pat Robertson, a TV evangelist

"... if he thinks we're trying to assassinate him,
I think that we really ought to go ahead and do
it. It's a whole lot cheaper than starting a war
.. and I don't think any oil shipments will

stop." -Robertson on leftist Venezuelan presi-
dent Hugo Chavez

"Bring them on." - President George W. Bush, on
attackers of US troops in the Middle East

"I believe the title was 'Bin Laden Determined
To Attack Inside the United States.' -
Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of State, on intelli-
gence she received prior to 9/11

"I think that gay marriage should be between a
man and a woman."

men!'" - both Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger

"We finally cleaned up public housing in New
Orleans. We couldn't do it, but God did."- Rep.
Richard Baker (R-Baton Rouge.)

"In contrast to New Orleans, there was only
minimal looting after the horrendous 1995
earthquake in Kobe, Japan-because, when you
get down to it, Japanese aren't blacks. For exam-
ple, the per capita imprisonment rate for
Asian-Americans is about 1/30th that of
African-Americans.

Nor is it surprising that the black refugees at
the Superdome and the convention center failed
to get themselves organized to make conditions
more livable. Poor black people seldom cooper-
ate well with each other because they don't trust
other blacks much, for the perfectly rational
reason that they commit large numbers of
crimes against each other." - Steve Sailer, movie
critic for The American Conservative

"The backbone of the Democratic Party is a typ-
ical fat, implacable welfare recipient."

"I think there should be a literacy test and a
poll tax for people to vote." - both Ann Coulter,
bestselling conservative American author and
constitutional attorney

oI U LecoUn o , L I s y 'lD o n't b e e o16J r. , '' OJ l w. h oi n hy11111 Lta• U nUeULd

our economy, I say, 'Don't be economic girlie , i Katrina hadnv hit the nited.,I iust -wished, Katrina had only hit the United
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Silly Conservatives

By Bryan Barash
Nations building, nothing else, just had flooded
them out, and I wouldn't have rescued them." -
Bill O'Reilly, on his radio show

"When a storm hits, the best place to be is out
of the path of the storm." - Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Chertoff, on what he's learned
from Hurricane Katrina

"So many of the people in the arena here, you
know, were underprivileged anyway, so this
(chuckle) - this is working very well for them."
-Former First Lady Barbara Bush, on the
Hurricane flood evacuees in the Astrodome
being moved to Houston

"You simply get chills every time you see these
poor individuals...many of these people, almost
all of them that we see are so poor and they are
so black, and this is going to raise lots of ques-
tions for people who are watching this story
unfold." -CNN's Wolf Blitzer, on New Orleans'
hurricane refugees

"STEWART: To do a debate would be great. But
that's like saying pro wrestling is a show about
athletic competition.

CARLSON: Jon, Jon, Jon, I'm sorry. I think
you're a good comedian. I think your lectures
are boring.

STEWART: Yes.

STEWART: How old are you?

CARLSON: Thirty-five.

STEWART: And you wear a bow tie. " - John
Stewart on CNN's Crossfire with conservative
host Tucker Carlson, on the lack of true debate
on Crossfire
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1. Meridian Plaza in Philadelphia burned
fiercely for 19 hours and did not collapse. The
South Tower of the WTC collapsed after less than
one hour of burning not nearly as fierce. The
North Tower fell after two hours.

2. FEMA stated that most of the jet fuel was gone
at the original blast that struck the towers.
Recent Cardington Fire Tests at the University
of Sheffield show that steel structures with-
stand fire at temperatures beyond the range
with jet fuel.

3. Why did Building 7, which was never hit by
an airplane, and had no severe fires or damage,
explicably fall at about 5:30pm on 9/11? Why
did it fall straight down into a neat pile of rub-
ble - just like a controlled demolition? Why do
the media never mention WTC building 7?

4. Larry Silverstein, the WTC landlord, who col-
lected $7 Billion in insurance because of 9/11
is on tape saying he ordered the NYFD to "pull
it," meaning destroy the building with explo-
sives. It takes 2 weeks to 2 months to plan a con-
trolled demolition.

5. The black smoke coming out of the towers
means that the fire was oxygen-starved and
could only reach a maximum temperature of
1800 degrees Fahrenheit - steel melts at 2500
degrees Fahrenheit. Cleanup crews found melt-
ed steel in the basements.

6. NASA satellites, days after the attack, show
"hot spots" of over 1700 degrees Fahrenheit. C-
4 Explosive temperatures exceed 3,000 degrees
Fahrenheit. These explosives would be able to
melt steel.

7. Fire Engineering Magazine, whose motto is
"Training the Fire Service for 127 years" has
stated - "No Steel building has ever been
destroyed by fire," and that the 9/11 investiga-
tion was "A half-baked farce."

8. Why was the rubble destroyed? Isn't it evi-
dence of a crime scene? Why was the scrap metal
sold to China? Why did almost all of the steal
beams break into small pieces - and why did
trucks carrying away the steel seem to match
the exact size of the steel pieces?

9. How could the impact have caused the build-
ing to fall if wind gusts of 140 mph exceed the
impact of the airplanes? (140 mph x 208 ft wide
x 1360 ft tall = shear force of 11,000,000 lbs)

10. Neither tower was bent, nor did they creak
or groan at any point. Yet, all of a sudden, with-
in an hour or two, the buildings collapsed at the
maximum speed of gravity. Each floor hit should
have slowed the fall. This could not have hap-
pened without explosives placed inside the
structure.

Reasons the World Trade Center Was Tak
Out by Explosives - Not Plane

Why a Plane Never Hit the Penta
________________________.____________________________________________R o rfB

11. Steel beams and other debris shot out of the (with no airplane). Airplanes only emit white
towers at hundreds of miles an hour - which is smoke at very high altitudes when the water and
only possible through explosives, the exhaust turn to ice crystals, never at ground

level. Airspace near the Pentagon is closely
12. Why did the towers fall straight down - watched, prohibited airspace - how did our gov-
when the damage to the towers were only to one ernment not see it coming?
corner and two sides? Only the tops should have
fallen - and fallen over, not straight down. (Like
Jenga pieces)

13. NORAD successfully intercepted 67 sus-
pected or attempted hijackings the year prior to
9/11. What a coincidence they failed four times
in one day!

14. The plane that supposedly
(which was never caught on
coincidentally had only 20-
50% of its seats filled. All
other transcontinental
flights that day had at least
70-90% of the seats filled.

15. Where is the over 60 tons
of engines, luggage, seats,
bodies, etc from Flight 77
that hit the pentagon? It is
nowhere to be seen - either
inside the pentagon or out-
side on the lawn - in all news
reports. Why are there no
skid or crash marks on the
ground outside the pentagon?

16. Zogby Poll - 66% of New
Yorkers want the 9/11 inves-
tigation re-opened. The same
poll found that 49% of New
Yorkers thought that VIPs in
the government knew ahead
of time and let it happen.

17. Why do news reports only
show fire and rubble outside
the pentagon - but no plane
or plane debris? Military
officials say there are "no

hit the pentagon
film mind you)

photos or video" of a plane
hitting the pentagon - and the FBI confiscated
and will not release local hotel, highway, and
gas station camera which would have caught the
event.

18. How anyone can fly a 60 ton, 125 foot wide,
44 foot tall plane a few inches above the ground
(as we are told happened), at 400 mph, through
highways and other obstacles and then hit the
side of the pentagon that was being renovated
and had almost no one in it - is beyond me.
Actually, the purpose of the renovation was to
increase the strength of windows and walls - to
make them better able to withstand an attack.

19. The way the plane was coming (from the
West - Ohio), it would have had to make a 270
degree turn before it hit the side of the penta-
gon that was attacked. Why did the terrorists
choose not to fly it straight into the pentagon
(where it would have hit Donald Rumsfeld's
office and killed a lot more people)? Why did it
go so out of its way to hit the empty and
strongest part of the building?

20. A Pentagon surveillance camera released to
the public shows white smoke headed towards
the pentagon a split screen before an explosion

21. Seismic data picked up the planes hitting
the North and South towers, and the towers
falling. They also caught WTC building 7
falling, and the plane falling in Pennsylvania.
Why didn'tthey catch the plane hitting the pen-
tagon?

22. Cell Phones will not work above 8,000 feet.
Therefore, the cell phone calls from people on
the airplane are fake.

Amount spent on investigating
Clinton's sex life -$40 million
Amount spent on who ACTUALLY
murdered 3,000 Americans on
9/11 - $600,000

On September 11th, 2001, we were
attacked by terrorists who killed
hundreds of people. But they were
patsies in an incredible scam.
Someone else was behind it, and
they orchestrated it, and they
blew up the WTC towers and
killed thousands more people. The
world needs to know the truth.

Read Painful Questions: An
Analysis of the September 11th
Attack
by Eric Hufschmitt
or visit www.911busters.com,
www.infowars.com

All facts from the video on:

http://www.91 1busters.com/91 l_newvideo_p
roductions/MOV/Painful_Deceptions.html

Don't think it was planned? Terrorism carried
out by the U.S. is not without precedent. The
attack on the U.S.S. Maddox in 1964, which led
to the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, hence the U.S.
invasion of Vietnam-simply never happened!
There is also the recently declassified
Operation Northwoods, which, if implemented,
would have involved an attack on the United
States (presumably Florida), or the shooting
down of a civilian airliner by clandestine U.S.
forces, which the Cuban government would have
been held at fault. Such, it was believed, would
have set off a wave of patriotic fervor in the
United States and demands for military action
against Cub'a.
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Opera: Without the Fat Ladies a
Prepu

"People have the notion that people don't
perform opera in their underwear."

That's how Tony award winner and sisters
Christina and Jennifer Baldwin started their
lecture on Opera, accompanied by a picture of
the two of them in their underwear. Opera is
something most Americans aren't very knowl-
edgeable about or interested in. Why should
they be when most isn't being preformed in a
language we can understand? The Baldwin's
Opera was far from the norm, and may be just
what Americans want in entertainment.

Fat ladies singing and prepubescent
boys are only involved in one form of opera, that
being Belcanto. The Baldwins perform
Theatrical Opera, and unlike Belcanto, which
means "beautiful singing" (creative, I know!),
instead of just focusing on the singing, they care
mostly about the story. In the performance of
The Marriage of Figaro, one sister had to wear a
strap-on and make out with her sister for most
of the play. Now I don't know about you, but I
didn't think I'd ever write about Opera and a
strap-on in the same sentence. The sisters
seemed happy about the experience, although
their mom didn't find the same satisfaction.

The main purpose of the Baldwins' visit
was to get students interested in Opera, and sex

besc
sells, so it probably worked,
but another point was to give
advice to the acting students.
Ironically, they said that to
study acting in the U.S. was a
bad idea, addressing about
100 Stony Brook Theater
Students. Apparently there
are lots of grants available to
study theater in other coun-
tries, like the Jerome
Foundation and the Fulbright
Scholarship. They advised
students, "Don't try to be
sexy on stage; it's the least
attractive thing you could
ever see. If you have to try to
be sexy then you're not."
When you're on stage you
have to "look for openings and
then fill the void" and "small
details can say huge things
like breath."

Jennifer and
Christina made a point to give
off their feminist ideas,
which were pretty awesome,
because I didn't think Opera
would have such liberal
views. Opera to me was

On Friday, October 14, 2005 NYPIRG's
voter registration campaign came to a close reg-
istering nearly one thousand students to vote
(Yay!). On Saturday the 1 5

t h, another campaign
went into full swing. It is now time to talk about
Election Day, and, more specifically, Ballot
Proposal Two: Rebuild and Renew NY
Transportation Bond
A ,

A C t.

On Tuesday
November 8th, New
Yorkers will vote on a
$2.9 billion trans-
portation bond. The
NYPIRG Straphangers
Campaign has pre-
pared this list of facts
to make the case for a
YES vote. On Election
Day Stony Brook
NYPIRG members will
disseminate informa-

bridges on Staten Island. It also includes $900
million vital to advancing the Second Avenue
Subway and LIRR East Side Access projects.
Needed road repairs would also be made around
the state and the bond sets aside $235 million
outside the non-MTA transit network. If
Proposal Two fails, the MTA will be forced to

borrow moreIr "Inx 1 VVIrA e
Imoney, burd I i 1-

ing riders with
fare hikes and
service cuts to
fund repaying
the debt. That's
what they did in
2000. And that's
why State
Comptroller
Alan Hevesi-who
has been a critic
of the MTA's
finances -has

tion to Stony Brook
students as they enter their polling site in SAC
Ballroom B.

What would Ballot Proposal Two do in
general?

Ballot Proposal Two is critical to fund-
ing the state's five-year transportation needs,
helping to provide expanded public transporta-
tion service, congestion relief, and safe roads
for all New Yorkers. It includes projects that
touch every corner of the state, improving
mobility while creating jobs and protecting the
environment.

What would Ballot Proposal Two do for
transit?

Ballot Proposal Two provides $450 mil-
lion for fixing the current system, such as buy-
ing new subways cars and buses, replacing
tracks and lighting and updating railway

e n d o r s e d
Proposal Two.

What would Ballot Proposal Two do for
the environment?

These investments are good for the envi-
ronment. The state's transit system keeps mil-
lions of cars off of the roads, easing congestion
and limiting pollution levels that right now fail
to meet the standards set forth by the EPA.

How would Ballot Proposal Two cre-
ate jobs?

The state's transportation network
drives our economy. The downstate region is
projected to add 1.5 million new jobs by
2030. But this growth will not be possible
without a healthy and expanded transit net-
work. Every $1 invested in public transporta-
tion projects generates $6 in local economic
activity, and every $1 billion invested in pub-

posal Two?
By Scott Zotto

lic transportation infrastructure creates
47,500 jobs. And billions of dollars in matching
federal funding are contingent on the Bond
Act's passing.

Who supports Ballot Proposal Two?
Ballot Proposal Two has widespread

bipartisan support. Early endorsers include
Governor George Pataki, Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer, Mayor Michael Bloomberg, Mayoral can-
didate Fernando Ferrer, State Comptroller Alan
Hevesi, the New York State League of
Conservation Voters, the NYPIRG Straphangers
Campaign, the Partnership for New York City,
the state AFL-CIO, Regional Plan Association,
the New York Building Congress, the
Association for a Better New York, 100 Black
Men and Environmental Defense.

Both Kate and I hope to see you all at the
polls on Tuesday, November 8, 2005. The
polling site at SAC Ballroom B is open from 6:00
AM to 9:00 PM. Learn more about the 2005
elections at http://www.lwv-
suffolkcounty.org/2005-unofficial-candidate-
list.pdf- easy right?

*Scott Zotto is
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What to do on Ballot Pro

ent Boys!
-By Adina Silverbush
always the rich man's enter-
tainment. In Carmen, the
title character symbolizes
freedom, ultimate choice,
and ultimate power. Oh yea!
This guy leaves everything
he's worked his whole life
for, to get Carmen, and she
kicks his sorry ass to the
curb!

The sisters hadn't
planned to sing anything to
us since they didn't get a
chance to do any vocal
warm-ups, but they did a
little anyway. I was never a
fan of opera, but I am a
singer and they were
absolutely amazing. Opera
singers never use micro-
phones and are able to be
heard by theaters filled
with thousands of people.
I'm not telling anyone to go
out to the opera but you may
want to think twice, like I
did.

- -- ''
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The Reformation in Central Kentuc
Scintillal

There were no problems with the article
last issue. I was surprised. But worry not, I've
vowed that this one shall be strewn about with
references to deleted sections, have bad gram-
mar and spelling, and be overall a mess of the
highest order in order to counteract the new
trend. Enough of this new-
fangled nonsense about
foresight. On with the
show!

I'm going to write
about a particular type of
code now, called the
nomenclator. It's a cipher
that relies on a mix of code
words and substitution. In
order to encrypt the words
that appear, a special type
of substitution cipher
called the homophonic
cipher was usually uti-
lized. In a homophonic
cipher, like with other
substitution ciphers, let-
ters become other letters or
glyphs. But what makes it
different is that in order to
counteract the relative ease
of codebreaking via fre-
quency analysis, ;there are,
multiple symb61s corre-
snonding to each letter.
This presents a difficulty... If you can't substi-
tute a letter with another letter, then what? The
answer was to invent alphabets, either by using
the one in existence and supplementing it or
inventing an entirely new alphabet. Ok! So
there's the homophonic cipher. But code words?

The nomenclator replaces sensitive
information such as the names of people places
and times into a codeword. The words "James
wakes at dawn to attack The Press" could
become "Vin Diesel wakes at tulip to attack the
doughnut." These code words and their equiva-
lents were stored in lexicons, some of which
exceeded 50,000 symbols. The reason for this
was that cryptanalysis of the nomenclator,
though difficult due to the use of the homo-

phonic cipher, was hardly unbreakable. In the
world of computers, when a bit is added to a
code's key size it takes twice as long to decode;
the situation was roughly analogous then. By
adding more code words, the code's users could
hope to further confound those who would inter-

cept communications.
Those para-

graphs set the stage
for some major politi-
cal wheeling and
dealing. The nomen-
clator was used by
diplomats and spies
engaged in shady
activities. Perhaps
the best example of
the nomenclator in
history was the
Babington Plot to
assassinate Queen
Elizabeth I of England
in the sixteenth cen-
tury. Using a nomen-,
clator system, a
nobleman- named Sir
Anthony Babington
and his co-conspira-
tors arranged a plot to
overthrow and, most
likely, murder Queen
Elizabeth. and

replace her with the Catholic Mary Queen of
Scots. No dice, Babington. The message was
intercepted, delivered into the hands of Sir
Frances Walsingham, and decrypted. That
tricky bastard then proceeded to append a com-
ment asking for the names of the conspirators
with the broken code. Many were implicated,
many fled - Babington and his compatriot
Chidiock Tichborne weren't so lucky. Both were
executed. Now that that bit of unpleasantness
has been told, here's the method for deciphering
last issue's code.

PUZZLE THE 3 RD:
THEETHORBE ERTER STHTK

eky
tes

Misadventures in Re
I had a misadventure.
My brother Steve is the biggest Rolling

Stones fan in the history of the earth. He is 52.
He saw them in :'72, '75, '78, '81 and a whole
bunch of other times. The past few tours he took
his son, Justin and they went with his old
friend Keith and his younger brother, and fol-
lowed them, like Deadheads. I would go to his
house in Levittown, Steve would say "We were in
Atlanta, or Detroit or Houston." One time I went

with them to Columbus, Ohio,
and we went to Toronto

for SARStock.-

I was online. I saw the Stones and Pearl
Jam were playing in Pittsburg on September 28.
I said, "Wow the Stones and Pearl Jam. That is
like Nirvana and the Beatles." So I took out my
plastic and got four tickets.

It turned out that my brother and nephew
were going to see the Stones in Hershey,
Pennsylvania a few days later, and were not
going to Pittsburg. I asked my friends Chris
Saporita and Brad Jones, we all went to see Neil
Young and Crazy Horse, two summers ago. Chris
said "Can't make." Brad let me know the day
before that he couldn't go. I asked Stony Brook
Presspeople, figuring students can take off, and

maybe The Press would buy tickets off me
and take care of transportation. I was try-

S ing to run a scam. I asked about ten to
twelve people to come.

The day before the show, I left work
and went to Stony Brook. I went online

L -- ^ - 11
to make travei arrangements. ine

Sflights were exorbitantly priced.
SAmtrak was Ok price-wise, but not

S schedule-wise. So I checked out
S Greyhound. I need to leave Stony Brook

right way, to get to Port Authority.
There was a bus leaving at 10:30 pm, it

would get into Pittsburg at 5:00 am. That
: was the only option I had.

I : get to .the bus terminal in Pittsburg at

By Rob Gilheany
5:00 am. They have no maps of the city. No map
in the station with the "you are here" on it.
Nothing. It was like Bush was running the sta-
tion.

I made it to Pittsburg. I wondered the
town. I found out where PNC Park is-it is the
baseball stadium, home of the Pittsburg Pirates.
At 1:00 pm, I walked across the Roberto
Clemente Bridge. I was talking to people, it was
a warm sunny day, and tried to get rid of three
of the four tickets I had. The radio stations were
setting up booths and big balloons and were
playing music. Lots of Stones not much Pearl
Jam.

I got on the Roberto Clemente Bridge and
met a young couple-early 20's. She was a pret-
ty young woman; he was a tall, strapping, hand-
some guy. I said, "These tickets are in the left
field stand, you'll be able to look right down on
them." I demonstrated looking down, pumped
my fist and screamed, "Yeah!!" The dude gave
me two hundred-dollar bills for two tickets.
Koool. Now I needed to get rid of one more tick-
et. I came across a few people. I met up with a
very funny 57 year old black guy. We were
talking about the Temptations. I said, "I hope
the boys play 'Aint Too Proud to Beg' tonight."
(The Stones do a hard version of that song) He
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By James Messina
In a transposition cipher, the key to

solving it is anagramming. This just means rear-
ranging the letters. It's a bit more complicated
though. I'm cheating and telling you now I used
a type of cipher called the "rail fence", which
leads to a particular method of cryptanalysis.
The rail fence cipher says that you arrange let-
ters according to a grid. You make a table of x
columns and y rows. Your message has to fit
within the grid, so make sure there's enough
room with a little left over, i.e. a 7 x 5 grid for
a thirty-two letter message. Then write the mes-
sage left to write as it appears. To encode the
message, take your grid-written message, and
read downwards. Each column forms a section of
code. Voila.

The decryption of a rail fence cipher
closely relates to its encryption. Just run the
letters together in a long string. You get:

THEETHORBEERTERSTHTK
Then you see how long it is. This one's

20 letters. So you can assume a 5 x 4 grid, a 2 x
10, etc. I just so happened to decide to guess that
the message was encrypted via a grid of 4
columns and 5 rows. Arrange your run-together
letters such that it appears like this:

THEET I HORBE I ERTER I STHTK
It seems we went nowhere, but ah ha!

Take the first letter after each partition and
begin scribing it down. You get THE SHO.... The
solution is right there and I won't kill this thing
dead, but you should be able to crack a simple
transposition cipher in no time now. I'm no mir-
acle worker, though, and hardly a great teacher.
If you ever come across a transposition/substi-
tution cipher, a combination of the two methods,
I'm as clueless as you as to scrutinizing it.

PUZZLE THE 4TH:
This puzzle isn't a classical cipher. I

just made it up, and using logic you should
crack it pretty quickly. Hint: It's iterative. One
becomes the next.

3+6+2+13+3+2+18-10+19+0+23-8+26-
15+34

Next time we'll take a look at some beau-
tiful lobster folks. Stay tuned...

-





Qrioos as I ar, I Deeded to look
for aod Visit, places oo DLo g Islaod that
are s pposedl hiaOoted. I of coorse gaVe.
the ritgille '{hose seVeral driVe-
throofghs aod I still travel orD ooDot
klserq .load qdite freqoeiotl,. 'e follow-
iog is a selected list of roroored oad/or
researched halWtiogs oD [Lg Islaod,
arrraged ii distooce order, shortest to
,torg brook beiog first.

1. Lo t College iD I oth Qfad at 5upr
,3toq rook:

lie store goes that there's a lit-
tle girl who walks the halls ahd scares
the stodeots who do looodr" late at
i)ight. Where she's fror) or wh2 she's
there, D)obod. k oows. The 1 to4 lrook
G•ost i{tI)ers 3ociet ( G •••) ilkes-
tigated this roatter last semester aod did
iodeed fipd a ODexplaiDable cold spot.

ichil 6oDsoal flOctOatioos that are oot
explaioable by logic rnears do io)dicate
that a ghost nroa be preseot.

2. Cofttr jasose estfatrao t oo rt25k
io 5toD grook:

This restaora)ot osed to be aD old
farrn hoose lhooe boilt if) 1710. It is oow
haofted b2 the ghost of a .oig woroa)f
who was haoged b2 the british as a sp.
doriog the reVolotioiarQ war, It is said
that her preseoce cao be felt orD the
staircase, i) the kitche) a -d oD) the sec-
o)d floor whef the restaOralDt closes.

G3931 cootacted the owoer for permis-
siof) to ioVestigate, bot was deoied.

3. Iookokora aod the Lade of the [ake:

Lake Ro Kofkoroa is said to be
haofted b a l' atiVe krr)erica) wo)aio
Who died ii) it. There are two aii) expla-
Ioatiof)s for her death, the first beilog
that she was Dot allowed to rorarr a
white settler so she drowoed herself io
the lake. fhe other is that she was sac-
rificed to please the God Coalklootoowot
so that he woold stop the lake's floctoa-
tioos. The lake's water leVel does rise
aod fall c.clicall2 withloot beilg ratoral
explauatioo, .oroe belieVed this was
becaose the lake was. bottomless. HtoweVer,
it is trOe that it is at deepest, 70 feet,
Lake Rookookoroa has aDo oisoafllI large
depth for lakes of the regioo,

3orf)e swirnorers reported that theQ
heard Voices beckooiog then) to go deep-
er ioto the lake. There were also sorle
reports of swinorers gettiog "polled io"

by a "grabbig hfood." Ooe explafoatio)
for the "toggiog" phe)orn)eoo) was that
the lake's depth giVes iroto oDosOal cOr-
reots that whirlpool aDd seenm to "sock
iI)." 0 t, theOr, hot does ooe make of
the Voices? Let's hope it's jast wiod aod
Dot the 'Natives' payback for the white
ra)o's disrespect.

4. 7 1inms, aselflis, asglfns:;

sidered ao
roeotal pati
io order 1
There are
Fjfg's ar

orgne peopl
to be ghos
as theQ di
r)e)tal ago
totio)s the
with thoosa
tho•ates.

5. aPotio

From
Iollow F

of1lot
Road, to I
GraVe a)d
police offi
who doeso'
kl)ow he's
dead, it is
qOite aroaz,
iog hlow
area cao
soch a co)(
ar)oOot of
activity. I
reports hl
recorded,
exact deta
aVailable,
deter cor
Waoderers
trespassiog
disroptiiog
Vate prop<
arocod the
I haVe joor
o) its

)roaD a ti
Wooderiog
lary w
appear b<
n)e or if
hArrd t AdArl i

e)iof) ri~ frieods.)
0oe report I haVe coroe to belieVe

io is that of the bbrot dowf) hospital.
This is becaose there is a road that goes
to throogh• the forest to a poilt aod the)
sOddeol conres to a dead eod..•hefo oO
driVe aroo)d to the other side of the
park a)d go opwards, 0o0 also hit a
dead efd. If .o0 look Op both dead eods
or) a roap- oO'll realize that oDe leads
straight to the other.

uUJi IJL viv v JiJ iLvj3i l w ll vNvIi . j L iLV IN, . J J F . o 1 3

(/aiofl1 I driVe oo it becaOse it's creep2 eVer2 oow aDd theD aod goo'll see it
aod scary aod does a good job of fright- glowif)g beeood the edge of the dead eod.
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o ca sa for sare? 0012 the oeigh-
bors, 90t those have very loog driveways

oad lots of trees blockiog their views so
perhaps eVeo tthe doo't koo.,

6. T'e pmnitVlille `iorror iLoose:

112 OceaDo e, rkitqville Yr. Tiis
hoose 0sed to be )Dombered I10, bot thee
chaitged the .or)ber io atterpt to aVoid
driVe-hb.'s. The o)rober chaoge dido't fool
ne. What gave the hoose aWay? YOo caoo
go arood the caoal that sits behliAd the
ho0se to the other side, lhe) oO park
poor car rear the dock aDd Walk oat to
it. Frorn there oO will see the ioDfaroos
spook- Wiodows of the hoose that Was
boilt the WroDg Wag, It is trOe. WheD the
oeiglbortood was (ordergoiog developreDt,
the aothorities iocorrectli estimated the
leogthl of the block. fhis particolar hoose
did iot have eIoogh space to be bOilt
With the lopg Wa fauciog thie street,

AM A r A k M 1 r f A A f la 11 11C 0

faciog the street.
The last tine I drove bh there, it

Was iodeed (owelcon)ilg to have the rnaiD)
eoitraece or the side rather the) ir tthe
froo)t, bot beeood that Dothiog scare
eroalated fron it. Io fact there Were peo-
ple livirg there, people that probabl2
doo't waot to be distOrbed. 'o where did
all that horror come aboot? Vh2, write a
book a)d rmake several rooVies, all aboot
reports of hadotio'gs aDd oexplaiDable,
oacorrectable paraDormal activities. •Jai)
people sa• it was all a hoax to get
n)wo)e. Others sa2 it is real aod go for
the "it Was bOilt oor a)o bdiaP) eretere"
roote. I cao't act disrespectable eDoogh0
to koock on the froot door to see the
reported "fool sn)elliog red roon i1o the
baseroeot," bOt I'nr sore coosideriig the
anoopt of people that drive b, if sorwe-
thi1g Was still happe)iog there, soroeooe
Woold have seen it aod it Woold be plas-
tered all over the oews.

teep io n)iod that there are Very
ra oD other haooted sites throoghoot New
York ttate, raD)Q of Which stretch frow
lew York (Qt to the tip of [o1)g Islaod.
The followiDg are two great Websites for
lists of ohaoted places (schools, streets,
looses, chorches, etc):
tles adowloads. et/pldces/pewgpork. tro
aDd w w1w. ioddities.cor)

Piso, if loo're iDterested iD) hOot-
iDg doW•) Varioos ghost "hot spots" (or
lost crioos aboot the topic) coOtact the
5too) 'rook Ghost rooters 3ociet. for
meetiDg tires, applicatioo, aod ioforroa-
tioo:
WWw. ic. sdo(sb. ed/(ldbs/sbghs

I .. . ...... ..

'I . b . (

Lc ilouucI y
lort side is

-A . ... . ........ t- , --A..!M'l!,io••:• : • Fn :·,

It's that tiroe of eear agaio where roetalists, horror e-thosiasts, aod iodostrialist got1h Varopires core ot at oight to
walk aroOod the .arth oad raise haVoc aDd hell all throoghoot the' hight. )opd what better wa@ to do it thao with the
mosic?
iiere is a soggested listeoiog list of soogs, alboros, refereoces, oad other freakish iostaoces for •[allowee) oight.

g fron death roetal, goth, iDdostrial, to jost plaiD cardiac arrest, a list like this does Dot disappoiDt as it caters to
ks of life dressed op io black. • ae foD, aod watch oOt for the soilight.

"Doris" ;Pckett aod The CrOpt Kickers "Vooster

Os " ela logosi's -ead" (aod who dido't see that con)-

r "UVerdao Is s IlIloweeD"
oda Galas ,'chrie X"
Dtire 5kinoo tpp2 catalogoe
biog Gristle "Verg FrieDdlg", "lood O The Vloor"
)estrojer "Toweriog Flesh", "GraVedaDcer"
ic fIellfire ,- rb "locobos" (renixed b eflctilerstrip)
Of Uiphoria "'Waters Of ia$des"

irzeode [kebaOteD "ZorM TIer J•cheo"
iob bg DaDzig.
Isfits "l•orDra, QD I Qroe Oot TPd i ll Toight?"
oclh 'Pails "Qoser"
e 3cettered n5r)otered o&d (CoLered, Occapotioo l
•d, aod l§ood tI(o
Da "Wear Yor lve lijke {eaiveD" at foll Volor)e
n) "Crazl Iooo"
ica "Foor ioprs.erie", "Ooe"

P(cid Christ i7 Wtlh Iipiles, "'peedball o-)." remix
('C %ck / ahck, "Hijghwa To ijell"

gideD
iblade _$5n)phoog Jweet Lttle Vitches
o) fi, I'n) Jack

SClowD osse
sartest•l

Dlack Tape For P. lOe Girl "?L k l Flaoe Loid gare !
Desire"

(hodiDi "The Freaks ome O Ct tNight"
DoSd kice T(d Vieods lf//ri o ct
PO Childrev Of 7e f lack o5 , 4a5o za3k, God {pd

east, Blood &dd F7lame
Death .l joDe
Tle CQramps ickP /3, W~at's Ioside (t Ghool, 6 eball Ip Pi
Abrtioi
Wolf [Ces "ory rYor ' ~oose Dowp"

Cllristiao .Deatl eat l _ ix'
5isters Of l rce
(iss (with or withoot rmake-op)

Rtelpse artists IOried loside, Disfear, .xiorned, ~fgil OD
Fire, 5kioless, Joileot Grcee
Relapse alor'ni D9alighit Dies, )eadworld, Deceased, Gore
Deeood Pecrops2, Goreapilobia, %lforroed arthiboro,
Lorticiao.
'Tpe 0 tegative "Lttle kiss 3care ll"
kpthiog b Papaolmn Deatil
kalloweeD artg

epdIltJra epDeootll ie kerodios
petagraro

Lorbid ?pgel 5itter Joites . o accobi: "'io Deep j2
fcked pgel", "7he clack Goddess ises II"

lao)io Ujias "'~or
Ppkthiog b White Zon)bie

Boo! Agi Pag 3I %A _1
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Great Cut-out Fun

Have a
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cut aro
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Care
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ears at
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Great Cut-out Fun
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It's that tine of 2ear agaio, kid-
dies. The da2 of jack 0 LUoteros, coro
caodd, tack2 costomnes, sogar highs, trick-
or-treatiog, aDd hooYted hooses is almost
OpoDo os. With the da@ beiog so Dear, it
is high tirne to refresh a few gOidelires.

First of all, if oo see a kid
dressed io black, with a black poiot2 hat
aDd greeo face paiot, dob't, please doo't
lectore t~ child aboot Wicca. Gie hin)
caDdy. TO be hooest, if I catch 20o lec-
toriog "witches" or) 9olloWeeo, I'll be
eggiog 2o0r hoose right aloog side the
kids 2o•'Ve accosted.

tow that that's offR m) chest, it's
tiroe We get to the more religioo-orieoted
issOes of the holiday.

NeVer sror)noo o athiog larger thaY
2oor head. Io geoeral, it's a bad idea
to sOn)or)ooo aothiog ooD cao't pot dow)o.
If it's larger thao poor head, chaoces are
2o0 cao't pot it dow)o. That said, there
are moa)) thiogs smaller thao) oor head
that doo't like beiog baoished, so, io
geoeral, doo't sDrorooo ao)thiog. It's
bad form.

JanhaioD is the uight the Veil
betweeo the laod of the liViog a d the
laYd of the dead is the thlioest, or so
goes the cooVeotiooal wisdoro. UlVis
takes the Dight off, as does pretty rnoch
eVer2 celebrit, so giVe p op that idea
right ooW. esides, the2 doo't k)ow a 0
fromn a bar of soap to begio With. too
kooW how M)ch2l 0o hate it WIhle absolOte
straogers bother 2od for oo good reasoo
at all, irmagioe how the dead feel wheo
people the9y'e rDeer n)et start ioterferiog
With their 0o-life. If 2oO Waot to coo-
tact the beyood, stick to dead frieods

aod faril2. f s a caveat, doo't cootact
the dead oeedlessl or "jost for the Iel
of it." Ooija boards are a bad idea,
too, as oo're jost corn)n)oiicatiD)g ith
QoOr sobcooscioos. Yoo will haVe better
lock with roeditatioo, cr2stal balls, tarot
decks, scr2iCi pools, rirrors, peeodolors,
or sroke. s a fioal aside, if QoO are
co)tactiog the departed, be sore to offer
then) son)ethiog for their troobles-the
recon)roeoded offeriog is fresl tobacco
aod rtn). littig open a ,arliarmeot
I• ht ad pottiog its cooterts io a
offeriog bowl is lot a acceptable sob-
stitote.

If 2go are goiog to ractice oOt-
side, "practice safe hex." The police are
goiog to be oOt io flol force. There is
oothiog worse oD) aromaio that haVio•g to
explaio to iroom wit•f goo exactl2l Whh2
2go are walkiog aroo)d With a koife, a
caoldroi, ioceose, caodles, aod a spell-
book. The police get extra twitchr2 oo

anJ9haio. J)oo't do ao)liog stopid.
toa2 aw~ frorm aDo place that has a

posted "To respassiog" sigo. This goes
dooble for aboodooed facilities. Goiog to
i(g's ?ark )eotal iospital oo an)raio
is jost askiog for trooble. 2tick to
either poblic propert2 where 2go0 re
allowed to be oat after dosk or, better
still, practice oo private propert2 wit/ tfie
oV yer's perroissioo. oafe hex good.

'ltodcoffs bad.
The orrigao is iot a Goddess of

light, loVe, peace, aod happieess.
If soroeore aoods o00 the 5irpop

fecrooorzicop as a spellbook, please, for
the loVe of Goddess aod all that is right
aYd jost io the opiVerse, giVe it back.

oo't read froro og "3ook of the .Dead"
alood. UVer. Triis is especiallLtrOe for
the so-called 5irqoporVicoo. -rOst re.

4te book roa sooAd all well aod good io
.oglishl, bot the aoskrit roeos, typical-

12, the exact opposite of the L)oglish
traoslatioo. It's a trap, a laod-nrioe.
)oo't 0Ose it.

Yo mYa2 thi*ok 2oorself the roost
owerfol witch or Wizard i'o the World.

ToO're .oot. There is alwaos sorethiog
more powerfol thalO o0 are. iTis roa
soodd harsh, bot it's troe. 3o, i5 o the
iDterests of preVeotiog 2oo fromr beiog ao
ethereal beiog's persouol plaothiog, set op
some sort of barrier, be it a circle, a
sphere, or 0Wat haVe Qoo. (eep the ethe-
real oOt. XoO'll th'ak rne io the nroro-
iog.

Mgick aod drogs doo't work.Yo o're Loa D *YEo're Yot (r owle2. oo're jOst Yot.
Deal. If 2oo're doiog drogs while prac-
ticiDog roagick, 2oO coo't tell whether the
gibbering rooostrosit2 io froot of 2o0 is
con)irg from 2oOr owD head or whether it
is a real, legitimnate, gibberiog rooostros-
it2. 5ober, 2oO koow it's- ot 2oor oWD
halldOcitio aodd therefore there is sorme-
thio)g redll? there, soroeth·iog 2oO Deed to
deal With. ,aVe the partgiog ootil after.

tith these goidelioes io r)iod, there
is ool2 ooe more thiog to rer)en)ber.
Have fo,. Hqapp .aoreoio!

ftello 1ddies, it's that tin)e of 2ear agaiD! Nooo, Pot
time to get prese)ts, this is far, far better. It's tine to get
scared oat o poor pacts!!

The followiog is a short list of ,adoted ioose
kttractioos io [oog Islood aod Yohattoo. There's toos of
places to go, filled with people that loVe to scare 2go. Yo0
mnight Walk ioY laoghiog becaose goo koow how fake it is odd
how safe god are becaose the actors are oot allowed to tooch
2go, bat .go fall for it ao•wa2. Yoo are sdrprised, 2go jOrop,
oo. are polled awag froro gor frieods, .go are chased, poshed,

scared, rOooiog faster, breathiog harder, fiDioll2 go reach opeo)
space. Yo are safe... bot where are 2oor frieods? Roahlha...
still iY the jaooted Losioo.

I haVe beeo goiog to 'lODoted ftoose kAtractioos for the
past three 2ears aDd eVer2 2ear I loVe then) more aDd more.

5oroetimes 0oO, dress op aod go it costOroe, other timres o6
jost go to haog oot wit, o r frieods aod rad aroood like a
chickeo withoot its head. ithler wOa it is a for a d safe thi•g
to do, iot to r)eotio that od00 cao probabl find a ipoose Dot
too far fromn where god live. I recorn)emed eVerpooe trg this
With their friends (or dates) aod see who poshes whon) iiI the
fro)t aid who has the gOts to go ii bravely. Ot beware, it
n)ight be rnore of a psychological experineot the2 0od thoghlt,
especially WIheo a frie)d gets left behind. 5o doo't take it per-
soDall , jost ro), screaon, aod eDjoio 2oorself! iphoria ill
sooD follow.

lere is a great geieral Website:
WWW.la oitedhloose.corn

Booooooo!!!Page 6



Geoeral thiogs to kpow:

(me earlg! The closer it gets to jalloweeo the looger the liies will be. 3e there before it opeos so QoO doo't
Waot too lo)g.

MI0. of these places offer ticket porchases oolipe, which might saVe time aod eosOre that QoO get io.
Wear comfortable shoes. 3trottiog is pot aD optiop.

ememnber, it's all foD aod games; theQ caooot tooch !oo. No ooe will R[.LLT get hrt.
5cream aod eDjo!!.

he best aod creepiest, lots
great reviews, 20 nmi loog (wow!!)

(212) 290-2825
w ww. bloodromaorr.cor/homoe. htrl

of

542 Wd27th 45t etwee I0Oaod aod 11th
aVe, RaDhattaoo

(hiis ooe osed to be located io Glep QoV
aod •ad 3 r)arVeloos floors)

Pa2s opeo:
30 th, 31st

Oct 2 6t, 2 7 th, 28 th, 29 th,

Tickets: 20 dollars

Great
scared easilQ

to start with if goo get

ww w.1877 Vampire.com/castle.htm
(click oo "2005 .Vept")

3351 Ropote 112, Iedford NTio o
Fair [otertaiDn)eDt Park

(Used
dept).

to be located i jolbrook Fire

Da)s OpeD: Oct 2 6t, 27 t h, 28 th, 29t,

30 th, 31st,
Tckets: 10 dollars per adolt

Tiis ooe has
5ideshows featoriog

splomro,it boasts "Log
) aoipted ioose"

FreakI/5pook2
[sliga, ls cho
Islapd's OD12 3-

(631) 737-2244
www.hooseoftheliViDgdead.org

Qose to 3toop *rook, located at the
5ports •dos oo rt 347 io Lake Grove

D)as opeo: Oct 26 th, 2 7 th, 28 th, 29 th,
30 th, 31s t,

TTckets: 20 dollars ipclodi•g iodoor roller
:oaster, ,aVe 2 dollars off Tiors aod

oD) with coopoD

lot so scar, cao roarVel at
spook2 sets aod sceaer2

(516) 628-3230
w w.baoVillefirecomrpancom

a)s Opeo: Oct 28 th, 2 9 th, 30 th, 31st

Tckets: ,etweeo 5 aod 15 dollars

aqs ao ootdoor cor rmaze sepa-
rately froro a) iodoor 'iaoted oose:

(631) 271-3276
w w. schmittf arms.com/iightime.htm

26 Pjpelawo Road, LelVille NT (right
off of rt 110)

Daos OpeD: Oct 26 th, 2 7 th, 28 th, 29 th,

30 th, 31st

TTckets: LpsioD: 13-dollars; YLze: 9
dollars; for both: 18 dollars

441

Caim s to be origioal

(212) 807-6226
www.haoitedhoosengc.com)/Dight)mare2.html

107 .3offolk .t, lapohattao

Tickets: 20 dollars Dight, 15 e Veoiog

Had Enough Boo? No? Well then, boooo!!!!

..... .... ......... .......................... .. ............. ........ ............... ................................ ..... .. .......... ...................................... ... .. .. ..... ...... ................. .. ............................................................................. :: .:: ............. ....... .. .... .......... ... ......................... ........... ........ ...:.-.. .............. ............. ........ ........................ a .................. .......................... ..... ............................................................................... ................... ........................................... ............... ... ............. ... .. ................................................ ........... ..... . .......... ...... .... .... ..... .............. ......................... ............................. ...................................................... ........ ... ............. ...... -.................. ....... ............................ ... ... ................. ............. . ..................... ... ........ .............................................. ....... .... ....... ........................................ ...... ......................... ..... .........-mow , ......
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Ask
Bela Lugosi
Anything

Dear 3ela,

l/J girlfrieDd sass I score, bot I thiok she's wroog.
I reVer soore, aod I r)eVer have. Is she in)agioiDg it, or
aro I ir)agioiog that I'n ot doiog it, aod therefore n)ost
likelQ irmagioiog that she's in)ogiiog it tweo it's actoallQ
reall: happe)oiog? ,•ease help n)e.

o5oridg io Clorado

Dear Dooriog,

khl, es, n) bog. Ze sooriog. Ze sDoriog... it ca[
be problem. Yo monst- goO mn)st- go n)omst...

Dear §ela,

I eat a lot of chocolate o0) the weekeods. J n)oth
sas I'n) gettiog wag too fat, aod that I Deed to lag off
te chocolates. I loVe chocolate. Qhocolate is good.
Qocolate is tastp wheo it flows throogh tn). bod. 2 , Wat
cao 1 do to keep the chocolate D ron) life?

-fatherless ii iD 01[)tOo

.Dear athlerless,

S es, S...
T€.^TW1(1$!

yloatiog' io Iodiaoa

Dear -iloatiog,

.kth, es, n)g dear. Ze bloatiDg. It is inporta)t-
iroportoDt that ooo... n)g dear, go0 kDow what it is goO
haVe to do. Yo0 mn),st- od nr)ost-

I... I...
uLL. r--I- j 3 ! 5•LLLL 7I too

eear ýela,

I'Ve liVed io a rrarl settiDgi all to, life, bot noowv r)
pareots wao)t to )olVe the franill oot to ei eW Yrk Qt. 1
doo't thiok I cao hlOidle the fraotic pace, aod to tell odo
the troth lI thick the whole idea socks. I rimeD, Wtl• do I
haNVe to be ioVolied ii their midlife crisis? Wh cao't thee
choose aooother Wa of taki)og sore ioitiatiVe ii) their stopid
roeoaiogless liVes? I wat to sta! If I go with then), I')
settir) ao exaMple for In)self. heo, for the rest of n)2
life, I 'l be doiog lhat thee saQ, aod it's that kiod of coo-
forn)ity that n)ade n) pareDts ioto the kiod of people thee
are todaP. ' T4ok ooo, n)orn) ad dad, bot I'nr goiog to haVt

d)0 midlife crisis right Dow so that I doo't hae to be both-
ered with it later. L roidlife crisis tells rne to staQ i1
Oregoo whtile -o pricks go or 2o or little Visio) q0est. Tis
is rn) perspective, o0 the issOe, ela. &rn I wroog?

Ver. ear rore aod
diseases chased ,b-

nore people are diagoosed with

9ear hkrsoi o Iro ) ot le.ttig Viish iheir 5eteo)ce,

· !LLTFc^ l

)ear ¶e-

.ear ýersoo,

15KTRIJK!! 5URj 'Tt5!!!U!

Dear ' r.soo Whose .oVelope I iaVeo't Veo Opeoed,

h-h les, the leaViog, the sta2iog), the nrao goiog aod
the roao2 sttaiogg... ah es, n) bog. I- I... goo koow what
poo roost do... o00 r)ost- oO nrost- 0po most... GoAv

S... iLL I U! TO iT- jj!!!LLT

; LLT{!!!
ETORE

Ask Anything

Dear eela,

gtapiot io OregoD

Dear tta iog,

Page 10
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" raDormal pheomeo)Do" is a
tern) to describe soonethiog that is oOt-
side the rage of scieDtific explaoatioo,
which rnost of the tirne ilclodes ' isioos
of apparitioDus, ghosts, eotities, or hear-
iog ooexplaiDed ooises or voices. It catp
also ioclode objects seen)iog to n)ove
ioexplicabl.. Ipow caD we possiblQ
explaio these eVeots? Is it possible that
people liVe oh after death? Well, it Mnight
be trOe; howeVer, sor)etirmes it ca) be
caosed bb the witroesses' in)agiDatioo. Jo
What meao s are there to actoall. qaonti-
f2 these pheoomeoa? ipo cao We Ose sci-
e)ce to explaio .these p.araormal) eVeots?

the porpose of .n)2 roop, the
3toig ¶Irook Ghost l'ooters 3ocietQ, is
to do jost that. I fohorded this clob to
gaio a better odderstoadiog of the p~ ra~
oorroal throogh scieotific mnethods. I ote
that we do )ot Ose the termn soperoato-
ral, as it refers to diVi.e ijterVeotioD
caOsiog the paraoorroal, Which we do iDot
deal with; that's a whole other stor.,
There are mn)D skeptics ott there who
belieVe that these paraorral pleooroeoa
are the caose of a persoo's psychological
state; hoWeVer, how do 'oO kiooW if the
persoD is telliog the troth or is really
craz ?

If eVideoce of the pheoor)eoa cao
be recorded aod docmn)eo.ted, thel) the

chooce of relatiog the pheDoon)e-ia with
oatOrrall2 occorriog eVeits is greatl 2
i)creased. For example, if; oe takes a
pictore of a haoted establishn)eot, tlhe
n)ight fiod What are called "orbs" ii tphe

pictOre a-fter it is developed. cTchoicall2,
orbs are Visible masses of eoerg2 that
are OsOall2 aroood io a haooted estab-
lishneot. lost of the timne, these orbs
are coofosed With particles of d-ost,
Where the camera was )ot focosed, caos-
iog a blorr appeara)ce Which -giVes the
appearaoce of a spherical .object whe) io

reality, it iso't, J3o What aboOt other
pheoon)e)a, soch as Visions of apparitioDs
aDd eotities? Tjere h4ve .beeD son)e eoti-
ties that lha~e beeD recorded, bOt it is
Ver2 rare to see then). YTo do Dot
always have to see the eotit2 for there
to be paraoormal activit2. Usodll can)-
eras record objects n)oViog b2 then)selVes,
bat What caoses then) to do so?

If the evideoce is recorded, theD
it Woold be easQ for the ioVestigator to
tr2 to recreate the sceiario aDd tr2 to
disprove the fact that it Was mnoVed b2
aother Dooo-liViol) soOrce. Vor examnple,
teepage girls are oaa tre t theQ t Ceca
caose telepathIic activity doe to their
stress doripg pobert@, Dod, io effect,
caOse it to seer as if there -as polter-
geist activity preseot. P(so, n)iaD peo-
ple teed to see thiogs oOt of the corDer
of their e2e, Whlich the nq ight i'stake for
a person or other object. )isproViogi
son)ethiog that happeDed doe to DatOral
r)eaos is VerQ con))mmo, aod is osoall the
case io most hadotiogs, althoogh there
are tirn)es whleo nso)ethi)g ca)'t be
explaioed, aod the ooexplaioable leaVes
ooo With proof that there is sornethiog
paraooormal goiog oo. Ti ere are r)oa
theories or para)orr).al activit2 aod Wh
We see spirits, bot that is for aoother
time.

T"ese are thie acs of the Ords

Booo! and More Board Game StuffPage 12
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cial Cutes Thing Ever
By Madeline Scheckter

Scientists finally photographed a live ons of squidology, Tsunemi Kubodera of the
giant squid off the coast of the Ogasawara National Science Museum and Kyoichi Mori of
Islands using a digital camera, strobe, timer, the Ogasawara Whale Watching Association,
depth sensor, data logger, and a depth-activated used it to estimate the squid's size at 8 meters.
switch. From this, we can learn that giant squid The tentacle was also used to combine the
like fancy technology and nuid'rl.c DNA with o,•c-iMr nvs

strobe lights. Someone had
to like strobe lights, there's
the reason they were invent-
ed; now we know it was for
the squid. The 23 cameras
were at depths of 800 and
1,000 meters during the day
and 400 to 500 meters dur-
ing the night. For bait, they
used squid and shrimp,
which is deeply disturbing
but tasty.

Scientists now have
over four hours of a giant
squid attacking the bait.
This means two things: 1-
giant squid tentacles are not
weak, they use them like
eight adorable boa constric-
tors (their two arms can be
thought of as slightly small-
er adorable boa constric-4- Ift 4_-fl

that have washed up on shore
to confirm that Mr.
Architeuthis is indeed who
he claims to be.

Reached for comment,
Mr. Architeuthis said, "I
have never been so scared in
my life. I am going to need
therapy. Seriously, though,
dudes, totally eat that tenta-
cle. Doesn't it look deli-
cious?" Mr. Architeuthis
expressed sadness when told
by Kubodera that his tentacle
would not grow back, but
emailed a recipe he recom-
mends (recipe follows arti-
cle). Kubodera and Mori
could not be reached for com-
ment because my mom says I
can't call Tokyo unless I get a
calling card.

7-%- A T.

LOrs) wiltn suction cups on uear Americans: I
them; 2- I have a birthday coming up, get me understand you can't be bothered to learn the
that on DVD. metric system. So for those of you not in sci-

S Unfortunately, the squid, Mr. ence: 2624, 3280, 1315, 1640, 18, 26 (approxi-
Architeuthis, became entangled in the bait line mately, respectively, appreciatively, quickly,
and was able to escape only by severing himself cleanly, and efficiently).
from one of his tentacles. The tentacle left
behind measured. 55 meters. The two chamni-
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Great Comic Books #1: Watchmen
Writer- Alan Moore
Illustrator/letterer- Dave Gibbons
Colorist- John Higgins

Watchmen has been my favorite comic
book since the day I read it, and I'm not the only
one who likes it. Every time I see a best ever
comics list for which Watchmen is somehow eli-
gible (i.e.- best character, best moment, best
graphic novels) it's included, just as it is in
lists where I don't expect to see it (although
that's always a pleasant surprise.)
Entertainment Weeklylisted it as one of the 100
best science fiction stories ever and it was the
only comic book (or as pretentious snobs like to
say- "graphic novel") to make Time's
(unranked) list of the 100 best (English-lan-
guage) novels since 1923.

Watchmen can be summarized with one
sentence. The best writer the comic book indus-
try has ever seen, and a qualified artist ask the
question, "What if superheroes were real?"
Thus we get a 1985 in which the United States
has won the Vietnam war; Nixon's considering a
fifth term in office; everyone has electric cars;
America's military dominance is dependent on
a nearly omnipotent blue-skinned man; and a
crazed vigilante with a latex mask who makes
Batman look like a pacifist is scaring the fuck
out of anyone who considers committing a crime.
The book begins with the investigation of a

homicide, which stops being routine when the
victim turns out to be the government agent
known as the Comedian. The investigator is
sometimes the narrator, and psychotic vigilante
Rorschach (incidentally he's the guy who tops
lists of great comic book characters) believes
that it represents a conspiracy against masked
vigilantes. Most of the supporting cast is intro-
duced in the first chapter, as he warns them all
against the conspiracy.

The' other main characters are all com-
pelling, and more realized than contemporaries
who have appeared in hundreds, if not thou-
sands of issues. Dan Drieberg, formerly the
superhero the Nite Owl is introduced as an ami-
able rich dilettante, but later chapters reveal
his darker, passionate, brilliant side. The real-
ity-warping Doctor Manhattan is emotionally
distant, but the way he sees the world is unique,
and tragic. Adrien Veidt AKA Ozydamius
becomes far more important in the later chap-
ters where he earns his reputation as the
world's smartest man, and where his obsession
with historical figures, and clich6d belief in the
untapped potential of the ordinary human are
explained. Sally Jupiter becomes far more com-
plex in her spotlight issue, which explores her
hatred for the murdered Edward Blake. The dead
Comedian appears only in flashbacks, but
remains a fascinating deliberately amoral char-
acter, although what's later revealed makes him

By Thomas Mets
more sympathetic and ambiguous. The villain of
the book (I refuse to say who) is one of the five
I've seen in any comic books (Magneto, Doctor
Doom, Lex Luthor, and Joker would be the other
four).

The more minor characters are also more
developed than you would expect. Doc
Manhattan's ex-girlfriend Janet seems under-
standably bitter when she's introduced in the
third chapter, but the 4

t h chapter reveals just
how weak she is. It's also fascinating to watch
the regression of Malcolm Long, a man unfortu-
nate enough to be Rorschach's psychiatrist.
Then there's the developing camaraderie
between a middle-aged news vendor who recent-
ly lost his wife, and a young boy who likes read-
ing comic books outside of his newsstand.
There's the mystery of why uniquely talented
individuals (two of whom are fleshed out in the
space of three or so pages) have vanished from
the face of the Earth, and the reactions of the
editors of left-wing news magazine The Nova
Express, and right-wing The New Frontiersman
to events around them. All of these characters
and subplots come together perfectly in the last
two chapters, in a way that makes the movie
Crash pale in comparison (incidentally- great
movie).

Watchmen has developed a reputation as

Madame Preide
Today, a woman will become President. (At

least on television, that is). On ABC's new
primetime drama; Commander in Chief, starring
Geena Davis, in which a female vice president is
thrown into the presidency unexpectedly.
While this may be at first glance a feminist fan-
tasy realized ( a woman in the Oval Office), this
is not an utopian depiction of a female presi-
dency. President Mackenzie Allen is shown not
oniy oattlinlg it:e curmiIuugeons oui

political life, but also the prob-
lems unique to.women. She has to
prove her worthiness as a leader
in spite of her gender. Allen
additionally wrestles with the
guilt that comes with having a
busy, successful career and
three children, two of which are
teenagers. Every word she utters
is scrutinized even more so than
male politicians bythe media.

The main character,
played by the Mensa genius
Davis, is highly intelligent and
decisive. There will be many
raised eyebrows: the President
has every possible (and tradi-
tionally male) character asset:
stability, toughness, strength under fire. She
also has her own moral compass, not borrowed
from male role models. In a way, she is a fron-
tier-woman. No path was cleared for her, and
she knows not what the next hilltop (or valley)
will bring.

Geena Davis knows something about the
Federal government, from personal life (her
father was a postmaster in Massachusetts).
Also, she has also been identified with woman's

issues in national politics. Abortion rights
gathered much of her attention and it cannot be
ignored in some plot line down the road (assum-
ing that the series lasts long enough...most
don't). In fact, ABC is really inching out on a
long tree limb: ratings have been good but the
network can readily feel heat from anti-abor-
tion groups if the President decides to back
abortion rights in the face of conservative oppo-
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But the flip side is
rewarding indeed: there is
the conventional wisdom that
a woman will not be
President in our lifetime.
Somehow, a coalition of
female-fearing men, red
state populations, the reli-
gious right and revisionist
females (women who are more
comfortable with the status
quo) will ground any woman
nervy enough to hold ulti-
mate power.

But this is not merely a
doomed point of view but a
remarkably short sighted
one as well. Geena Davis's

character, though admittedly fictional, has the
basic cohunes of the many male presidents
depicted in media. Let's look at the males:
Frederick March (Seven Days in May, 1964) was
a self-proclaimed "weak sister" to Burt
Lancaster's General Scott, the military man try-
ing to take advantage of March's compassion,
The West Wing of Martin Sheen, a liberal
Catholic actor and philosopher who has a
President of depth but also fragility, Henry

ant
By Laura Positano

Fonda as the President in Fail Safe. That was a
brilliant but flawed man faced with an impossi-
ble situation. Go back to the Depression era,
Lincoln of Raymond Massey, a tragic but uplift-
ing thinker.

Geena Davis is perhaps too strong, para-
doxically. Woman is not superwoman. The bur-
den of the world must be crushing on a pair of
graceful shoulders no less than the hulking
shoulders of a man. Female stereotypes run the
other way, as well. The 1970's had the imprac-
tical superwoman of female executive and
housewife in the same woman. That was literal-
ly dangerous. Women found out that burning the
candle at both ends was impossible to achieve
successfully.

So Geena Davis graduated from the goofy
parts of her ingenue days (Beetlejuice, Earth
Girls are Easy, etc.) through Thelma and Louise.
She has blossomed as an actress not merely in
star attractive power (sine qua non for getting
juicy roles) but also in what roles she gets. I
believe that only a Mensa driven person could
take on the Presidency. (If you disbelieve me,
take the successful administration of Clinton (a
Rhodes Scholar) and compare it with Yalie frat
rat George Walker Bush. New Orleans and the
less than perfect red Gulf Coast will not dis-
agree. ABC knew enough to get a female star with
sufficient depth. Davis is distinctly more than
a pretty face (of which there are many in
Hollywood). She has a heavy intellect. Getting a
fun but slightly flighty female a la Desperate
Housewives into the Oval Office would have
been a disaster for ratings.

Commander in Chiefis on Tuesday nights at 9.
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Great Comic Books #1: Watchmen Continued.

being very violent, and this criticism is a tad
unjustified. There are some hyper-violent
scenes, including an attempted rape, a prison
riot, and the first six
4.,..-. ,; . .-- 1 4-U .. , ,-,4. .-. 1. "

pages oU the last cnap-
ter, but their rarity
helps make them so
effective, like the box-
ing scenes in Raging
Bull (which incidental-
ly last a total of 8 min-
utes). There's a lot
more to Watchmen than
violence, or super-
heroes, or cool science
fiction/ alternate his-
tory concepts. Thanks
to sequences in
Watchmen, I can never
look at watchmakers
the same way and I
believe the term "ther-
modynamic miracle" is
one of the most beauti-
ful phrases in the
English language.

The book is full
of many great moments,
and no bad ones. I should note that the best
moment (you'll probably know it when you see
it, but it involves the villain saying "I am not a
Republic serial villain") is admittedly ripped
off from an old Outer Limits episode, but that
really doesn't matter. Even if the book had
ended badly (it doesn't) there are a lot of other
excellent scenes to make up for that, such as one
superhero attempting to rape a team-mate in a
horrifying flashback, Ozydamius attacking a
would-be assassin, the unmasking of Rorschach,
and the possibilities posed by the final scene.
The book jumps seamlessly from murder mys-
tery (first chapter) to science fiction (Chapter
4) to a midlife crisis/ romance (Chapter 7) to
prison drama (Chapter 8.) The scenes in prison
are especially memorable and fun, especially
when attempts to murder a certain prisoner
don't go as planned. The fictional world is made
all the more real by excerpts of fictional texts,
such an elderly retired superhero's autobiogra-
phy, a professor noting the impact Doctor
Manhattan has had on the psyche of the world,
an ornithology article written by Dan Brieberg
which hints at why he wants to be a superhero,
and a diverse array of newspaper and advertis-
ing excerpts.

I've read Watchmen about ten times, and
every time I do so I discover new details (I've
read some other comics more often, but none
provide the pleasure that Watchmen does.)
Among the things I noticed for the first time
while rereading the book for the purpose of this
article were superheroes of the 1960s expecting
to solve the problems of "promiscuity, drugs,
and campus diversion" (issues that comics of
the 60s tried to deal with), the repeating motif
of advertisements for the perfume "Nostalgia",
the small ways electric hydrants have changed
the world, how a news vendor's prediction
regarding the success of arms companies in the
face of a coming war contrasts with the financial
decisions of the world's smartest man, a refer-
ence to The Threepenny Opera, the horrifying
close-ups of men who watched the rape of Kitty

Genovese, visual references to Max Ernst's Una
Semaine de Bonte, the possibility that the indi-
vidual who said that two characters were gay
was lying, the fact there wasn't a superhero
battle until the penultimate chapter and I just

didn't care before, and the
repeated visual motit ot the
Hiroshima lovers.

The book has had a
tremendous influence on
other works, especially
American comics. Its suc-
cess, and the concurrent
success of critical rival
Batman: The Dark Knight
Returns led to an overall
darkening of American
superhero comics, espe-
cially in the hands of less-
er writers. Plots & sub-
plots are also referenced
all the time. The first sto-
ryline of the comic book
Powers began with the dis-
covery of a superhero's
corpse, an idea probably
gleamed from here, a
Spider-Man story by-
write.r Paul JeTnklins nuntied

one of the jokes, and the recent DC hit Identity
Crisis by Brad Metzer featured a rape scene, and
cover-up very reminiscent of
Watchmen. I would bet money
that the narrative structure I
in episodes of Lost (co-cre-
ator Damon Lindelof is a fan
of comic books) were
inspired by the flashback
structure of Watchmen
issues. Hell, even The
Incredibles borrowed ideas
such as the unpopularity of
superheroes leading to them
getting retired, and the 'No
capes!' gag was based on the
tragic death of corporate
superhero Dollar Bill.

Writer Alan Moore
was already considered one
of the best writers of the
field thanks to his work on
Swamp Thing (I kid you not),
Miraclemen (currently tied
up in copyright hell), and V
for Vendetta (soon to be made
into a Wachowski brothers
movie with Natalie Portman).
Watchmen established him as
the best writer in the indus-
try, and his notable work
since then has been the
deliberately researched Jack
the Ripper tale From Hell,
and his America's Best line
of comics, including League
of Extraordinary Gentlemen
(incidentally, it's a lot better
than the movie, which Mister
Moore hates with a
vengeance.) I'm going to go
into further detail on a few of
those tales in later articles.
Artist Dave Gibbons has done
more solid work in the indus-
try, collaborating with writ-
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By Thomas Mets
ers such as Frank Miller, and Warren Ellis,
although he has recently focused more on his
writing. His latest project is the regular series
Green Lantern Corps.

Watchmen is readily available in trade
paperback form in the science fiction section of
almost any bookstore. If you have more cash to
throw around., DC recently published the hard-
cover "Absolute" edition for a list price of $75.
It has been digitally recolored, and includes
extras such as Alan Moore's original script for
the first chapter, his original proposal for the
series, and more. The story has no sequels, and
no movie adaptation, although that's not DC's
fault. There were proposals for a Tales of the
Black Freighter story based on a pirate comic
read in Watchmen, and a prequel starring the
Minutemen, the superhero team of the 40s. Joel
Silver has approached director Terry Gilliam
twice hoping to direct a movie, but Gilliam has
expressed his belief that the material can't be
made into a feature film, although he'd consid-
er a 12-part mini-series. Later directors
attached to the movie included Darren
Aronofsky, and Paul .Greengrass. Both have
dropped out, but producers Larry Gordon &
Lloys Levin are reportedly searching for stu-
dios to take on the book. And Jude Law has pub-
licly expressed his interest in playing
Rorschach. However, in lieu of a movie, we have
one excellent book.
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tober 26 * 12:30-2:30 p.m.
l, 632-1514 or e-mail: lsobelBreheny-Schafer@stonybrookedu
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*ature.
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Land of the Dead: Unrated Di r's Cut
What can I say about Land of the Dead?

Well, I can say that it is the Gone with the Wind
of zombie movies for starters. George Romeo
serves up a full feast of ghoulish slaughter in
this, the fourth installment of the Living Dead
series. The movie starts out with a brief recap of
the previous three movies (Night of the Living
Dead, Dawn of.the Dead, Day of the Dead) stat-
ing that world has collapsed and the zombies
have taken over. After this, we see a typical
small town, infested with the living dead.
Unlike zombies of other movies, these zombies
try to go back to their former lives. "Big Daddy"
for example, was a gas station attendant before
he was changed into a zombie, now in undeath,
he still "works" at the gas station (another zom-
bie stepped on the bell wire and Big Daddy came
out to pump gas).

So what of the living? Well the humans
have hid in a heavily fortified city, which is
supposed to be Pittsburgh (they never name the

dark humor and social commentary, but unlike
his earlier movies, if you cannot figure out what
he is saying about society right off the bat in
th; oi i * n ta ll P t
L11. I IN 116L CLa I I11 L1 ,

then you haven't
been watching the
movie. The DVD has
the standard fea-
tures of a DVD:
deleted scenes,
director's commen-
tary and behind the
scenes etc. However,
this DVD also has
When Brian Met
George, a mini docu-
mentary showing
Simon Pegg and
Edgar Wright of
Shaun of the Dead
meeting George

Romero and
getting make-
up for their cameos in the movie. The DVD
also features zombie casting calls, a spe-
cial effects documentary and storyboard
to movie comparison. The DVD also
includes a music video featuring some of
the gorier zombie feasting scenes, which
confused the living shit out of me.

The DVD's added scenes really
added more gore and brutality, but not
much else. There is a scene with Cholo in
Fiddler's Green, which was taken out of
the original release and added back in for
the DVD, which I think made the movie
flow better_ So how does this movie com-

By Jimmy Del Kerr
pare with the other three? Night of the living
Dead (1968) is an awesome movie in its own
right, but dealing with a small budget and chop-

nve pditina the
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movie may turn off
some moviegoers
of today. Dawn of
the Dead (1978)
had its scathing
critique of con-
sumerism, but it
was boring at
times and some of
the zombies look
like they have no
effort put into
their make-up.
Day of the Dead
(1985) was sup-
posed to be like
what Land of the
Dead is (you can
find the original

script for this movie at homepageofthedead.com)
but due to budget cuts, we got a chopped down
story, but hey, it was gory and the re-worked
story wasn't that bad. Land of the Dead blows
them all away, although I do not think that this
movie will have an impact on horror movies like
Night of the Living Dead and Dawn of the Dead
did. You can watch this movie without seeing the
other three and still know what is going on.

All in all the DVD is a good buy for all
you horror movie fans out there and a great
rental if you want to see some hard hitting bru-
tal zombie action.

city), where the rich live in a luxury tower
called Fiddler's Green and the poor live in
slums and out on the street. A few individuals
are charged with going out to the empty towns in
search of supplies in a massive, armed-to-the-
teeth truck dubbed "Dead Reckoning."

Riley (Simon Baker) and Cholo (John
Leguizamo), who both say that they are done
with the job, lead this team. It turns out the
Cholo has been doing the dirty work for the man
who rules the city, Kaufman (Dennis Hopper),
and now has enough money to buy himself into
Fiddler's Green.'All the while, the people in the
city are becoming restless and angry and the
zombies are becoming more intelligent...

I must say that out of all the zombie
movies that George Romero has done Land of the
Dead is the best. John Leguizamo does an out-
standing job playing an opportunity driven
scumbag and the rest of the cast deliver a per-
formance far beyond the run of the mill horror
movie. Dennis Hopper makes you want to see
Kaufman be taken down, and at some points, I
was left wondering: who to root for, the zombies
or the humans? Working with a bigger budget
then ever before, Romero pulls out ,all of the
stops when it comes to make-up and zombie spe-
cial effects, Granted, some of the computer-gen-
erated effects are somewhat cheesy, but the
sheer shock of some of them makes up for this.
When I saw this movie in the theater, I was
thinking to myself, "How can this not be rated
NC-17?"

Well let me tell you, the unrated direc-
tor's cut adds even more brutal scenes zombie
induced carnage and mayhem. Therefore, if you
are not a fan of blood and gore, you may want to
skip this one. The movie stays true to Romero's
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Danes Bow to Seawolves Women's Socer
The Stony Brook Seawolves would earn

a 2-0 victory over the Albany Great Danes in
the America East match up in their 2005
home finale at Kenneth P. LaValle Stadium.
Senior goalkeeper Cindy Bennett, forward
Jackie Anthony, right winger Danielle Lewis,
defender/midfielder Kirsandra Seaton, and
left/right back Chelsea Van Horn were hon-
ored before the match on Senior Day, as the
five played in their final home match of their
Seawolves career.

"It was Senior Day, we have five sen-
iors, and it was their last home game. The
match is a big in-state rivalry between the
SUNY schools," stated Seawolves head coach
Sue Ryan.

Before a crowd of around 250 witness-
ing the victory, the supporters would start
the night with a treat, hearing Seaton per-
form the national anthem.

Both sides appeared to have started
the match with a 4-5-1 formation.

"We went out there and had a goal set
for us," mentioned Lewis.

Stony Brook would immediately get
the first opportunity in the 3r d minute.
Receiving an Albany clearance, midfielder
Kristin Mishrell cracked a left-footed 30
yard shot, creating an awkward bounce that
troubled goalkeeper Andrea Dunn.

In the 10th minute the Great Danes
would threaten off a great buildup. Receiving
a flick-on, forward Uju Ogbuawa's shot would
sail inches wide from about 27 yards out.

The 1 2 th minute would begin a series
of golden opportunities for the Seawolves
until the end of the half. With Van Horn in
control of the ball at midfield, she was able
to find Lewis sprinting down the right wing.
As an Albany defender attempted to outmus-
cle her, Lewis was able to get a shot off to the
near post, which was saved by Dunn.

A minute later, midfielder Brooke
Barbuto found midfielder/forward, Tiffany
Fasullo on the right wing. Fasullo sent a low
cross that found its way to Seaton. It
appeared that Seaton had a clear shot from

point blank, but she was closed off by the
Great Danes' defense.

In the 3 0 th minute, Barbuto found
Lewis on the right wing. Lewis then found
Anthony outside the box. With her back to
goal, Anthony was able to turn and shoot,
only to have her shot deflected inches wide to

The Seawolves would continue the
threat in the 31 s t minute. Off a scramble
from the ensuing corner kick, Van Horn
ended up with the ball outside the box. Her
high long range effort was saved and held
onto by Dunn.

The home side would have a goal
called back in the 3 9 th minute. Barbuto's
shot from about 32 yards out from the left,
was redirected into the lower right 90 by
Lewis. However the linesman ruled that
Lewis was in an offside position.

-- -- -- -- L
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By Antony Lin
The second half saw the same amount

of dominance from Stony Brook. Fasullo and
Lewis were placed up front to start the sec-
ond half.

The Seawolves would net the game-
winner in the 6 4t h minute off a great defen-
sive effort from Mishrell in Albany's end.
Mishrell was able to tackle the ball away
right to Fasullo. Fasullo one-touched the ball
over the top to Lewis. With Lewis in all alone,
her shot went off of Dunn and into the back of
the net to make it 1-0.

"It was indescribable. It was just a
good closure," stated Lewis on her final goal
at home.

Lewis would come knocking once
again two minutes later off a set piece from
defender Krista Shilts. Shilt's service into
the box found an unmarked Lewis, whose
header was saved by Dunn.

The visitors would get their best
chance of the second half in the 70t h minute.
Ogbuawa's left footed shot from 24 yards out
would sail high of the cross bar.

Stony Brook would get the insurance
goal in the 71 s t minute off of another splen-
did defensive play from Mishrell. She was
able to break up a pass and find Fasullo. Just
outside the box towards the left, Fasullo's
left-footed chip would find the upper left 90
of the net.

"I got to the loose ball and I was able
to find Tiffany (Fasullo) for her to put it
away," stated Mishrell.

Bennett would earn her final shutout
at home, without needing to make a single
save.

"It was the better game of the year.
The attacking mentality was there and it was
good to see it," said Mishrell.

Stony Brook improves to 1-6-0 in the
America East conference, and 4-12-1 over-
all. Albany falls to 0-7-0 and 1-17-0.

"We had a drought. It was good to have
a final home game be a positive one. Now we
want to finish the season on a positive note
against Vermont," mentioned coach Ryan.

-Sports-,



Seawolves Held Off By Wildcats
Still in search of its first conference

win, the Stony Brook Seawolves dropped their
6 t h straight game to the New Hampshire
Wildcats 1-0. Midfielder Ashlee Cieslak,
would get the lone goal of the game in the
1 3

t h minute.
A crowd of approximately 60 sup-

porters were present at Kenneth P. LaValle
Stadium for the rainy Yom Kippur afternoon.
Both sides appeared to have started out with
a 4-4-2 formation.

"It was a tough battle. Both teams are
very similar. Both teams go through the same
weather conditions. The rain stopped for
awhile and the field held out pretty well,"
stated head coach Sue Ryan.

The first chance of the match would
come for Stony Brook in the 9th minute.
Forward, Jackie Anthony's cross found mid-
fielder Brittan Benthin. Nevertheless, goal-
keeper Julie Randall was able to claim the
ball in the end.

A few minutes later, the visitors
would get their own chance only to be denied
by a great sliding tackle from defender,
Krista Shilts. Midfielder Caitlyn Serafine,
found forward Sara Hourihan on a through
ball. As Serafine looked to be in all alone,
Shilts was able to poke the ball away.

The Wildcats would get what would be
the game-winner in the 1 3th minute from
midfielder Cieslak. Collecting a loose ball,
Cieslak fired one from 17 yards out hitting
the bottom left post and in to make it 1-0.

In the 2 9
t h minute, right winger

Danielle Lewis nearly equalized. Off a mis-
take in the New Hampshire backline, Lewis'

shot from 9 yards out at a tough angle from
the right was saved by Randall.

The Seawolves would be in control for
the remainder of the half, but the score line
remained.

Although the Wildcats looked to
counter for the majority of the second half,
they were able to get the majority of chances.

Seven minutes into the second half,
Anthony near broke free with some great
hustling. Off a care--a nl n Q k "kA
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New Hampshire
defense to Randall,
Anthony was able to
get to it first, only to
have the ball sail too
far ahead and out.

In the 6 4
t h

minute off a series of
blocked shots, mid-
fielder Julie
Wernig's shot from
19 yards out was
saved and held onto
by goalkeeper Cindy
Bennett.

The unfortu-
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the in the 6 7
t h

minute for the home side. In an attempt to
pop the ball up, midfielder Kristin Mishrell
was clipped by defender, Debbie Newman.
Mishrell got up at her own strength and
would, not return.

The Wildcats would get three golden
opportunities in the 70th ,71st, and 7 2

n d

By Antony Lin
minute. Midfielder Marianne Rivard from 9
yards out from the left hit off the near post
and out. In the 71 s t minute, Rivard would get
a second great chance when her shot from
point blank was saved splendidly from
Bennett.

One minute later, the visitors had a
two on one breakaway off a counter.
Left/right back Kelly Bahnsen stepped up
well to break up the attack.

Stony Brook would get two
tj\lrJ nI it i n L - - C 1 1 v i th1 Li i
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Midfielder, Kate Attenberger
chipped one forward to forward,
Tiffany Fasullo. Her shot was saved
and held onto by Randall.

In the 8 5
t h minute, Left/right

back Chelsea Van Horn's shot from 30
yards out fell right into the hands of
Randall.

The Seawolves dropped its
sixth straight, falling to 3-11-1
overall and 0-5-0 in conference play.
The Wildcats improved to 7-5-2, and
2-2-2.

"Both teams had to face the
weather conditions. We came out
hard. I am really happy about the
-•xnv wei nla .eid Wei jillt haTve to findway piay vv % v j i
way to want it more. We made one

mistake and we paid for it, said Bahnsen.
Stony Brook has now gone over the last

450 minutes without registering a goal.
"They capitalized on their chance and we did
not. The bottom line is that we are not scor-
ing goals," mentioned coach Ryan.

The Stony Brook Seawolves extended
their unbeaten streak to six games, defeating
the Albany Great Danes 2-1 in the America
East conference matchup. Midfielder Michael
Palacio registered an assist and the game-
winner for Stony Brook on the night.

"We did not play great. The match was
not entertaining. It was not pretty, but we got
the result," stated Seawolves head coach
Cesar Markovic.

About 340 brave supporters were on
hand on the chilly and windy Saturday
evening at Kenneth P. LaValle Stadium for
the match. The Seawolves started the match
with a 3-5-2 formation, while the visitors
started with a 4-5-1. The first half had a
slow pace to it, with only a few opportunities
created by both sides.

The Great Danes got the first chance of
the match in the 2 5th minute. Off a loss of
possession at midfield, striker Yan Gbolo's
shot from 26 yards out sailed wide to the
right.

The next opportunity for Albany came
in the 40 t hminute. Forward, Tufi Long's shot
from 30 yards out fell right into the hands of
goalkeeper, E.J. Xikis, who was well-posi-
tioned to make the save.

The second half saw the Seawolves
create more opportunities. "It was a golden
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opportunity for us. This was our chance. We
needed to come out and be fired up," men-
tioned coach Markovic.

Just two minutes into the second half,
the home side found, the back of the net from
midfielder Matt Avelino. Collecting a pass
from the left from Palacio, Avelino cracked a
low drive from about 30 yards out, past the
outstretched hands of goalkeeper Alex
Kuritzky, finding the lower left 90 for the
go-ahead goal.

Stony Brook came knocking again in
the 5 7th minute. Forward Chris Scarpati
found left winger Tamer Mohamed on the left.
Instead of crossing, Mohamed attempted to
catch Kuritzky by surprise by bending a
right-footed shot inches wide of the near
post.

The home side got what would be the
eventual game-winner in the 6 5

t h minute.
Off a throw-in from midfielder Douglas
Narvaez, Mohamed sent it back to Narvaez.
Narvaez faked a cross and cut to his left. His
left-footed cross found Palacio at the far
post, heading the ball into the upper right
corner to make it 2-0.

Looking to put the game out of reach,
Narvaez got another great chance in the 6 9t h
minute. His shot from 19 yards out was
punched away by Kuritzky.

r Edges Albany
By Antony Lin

In the same minute, the Great Danes
threatened as well. Long's shot from 14 yards
out from the left side found the side-netting.

Three minutes later, the Seawolves got
another opportunity yet again from striker
Chris Megaloudis. Off a series of cutbacks,
Megaloudis' shot from 11 yards out was par-
ried away by Kuritzky.

Albany was finally able to pull one
back in the 7 5 th minute. Forward Ray Brad
served one into the box finding
midfielder/forward Eric Zekiroski, whose
low shot from 9 yards out found the lower far
post to make it 2-1.

The visitors got one last chance to
equalize in the final minute. Gbolo, with his
back facing goal, turned and shot a low one,
creating an awkward bounce. Nevertheless,
Xikis dove and had it covered.

"I knew we could win this game. We
definitely had the capability to pull it off,"
said Musa.

The Seawolves are now unbeaten in
their last six games. They improve to 3-0-1
in conference play and 8-2-3 overall, cur-
rently claiming first place in the America
East conference. The Great Danes fall to 1-3-
0 and 4-7-2 overall.

Sports

Stony Brook Men's socce



OP ED: How to Spark an SBU Minbu Za: Japanese Folk Dan
Romance Sans Car and Music

By James Han
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all the answers you need!
1. The short answer is: nowhere.
2. The long answer is: plenty of

places on and slightly off campus! If your
target is an exercise fanatic, then look no
further than the sports complex. You have
your choice of basketball, racquetball,
squash, badminton, volleyball, and so on.
Unfortunately, this sort of activity lacks
intimacy (unless you want to sneak in some
making out in the racquetball courts), and
the courts are often crowded. So you may
want to consider getting a little more one-
on-one action.

For that artsy, fartsy nonconforming
type, there's the indecipherable art about in
the Staller Center for the Arts. Then feel
free to head across to the Music building
where you can serenade your date with all
sorts of various musical instruments. And
what better way to end such a profound day
then hitting up Kelly and blazing up some
hookah and debating over who'd would be a
hotter George Washington in the
Hollywood reenactment of Battle of
Saratoga: Johnny Depp or Brad Pitt. A
moot point indeed.

A late night walk has always been one
of my favorite things to do. You can be
there making your girl (or sissy man) feel
safe and comfortable in the dead of night by
scaring away the hordes of rapists, mug-
gers, and drunk frat guys that clearly plague
the campus. Plus you can gain points for
tour guiding 'em around the lesser known
areas of the campus like the bamboo forest
and the rape trail (you perv). Also be sure
to point out all of the construction sites
around campus, how important it is that
said construction is done at the moment,
and how smoothly the transition to the final
product occurs. The self-proclaimed Stony
Brook poster in the bulletin board at the
library: Stony Brook is no longer a mud
hole eh? Obviously the writers of that
poster have never walked from Roth to the
SAC. Oh, and a fine job the construction
crew has done with leaving no bumps on
the roads, especially not from the main
entrance to H-quad or at the South
Entrance. And who can forget the aestheti-
cally pleasing chain-link fences, dirt, and
tar enveloping the Wang Center. Well, that
was quite a non-sequitur...back to your
regularly scheduled article.

Sadly, Walmart got rid of its "Singles
Friday" promotion so it's no longer the
prime spot to hook up, but that doesn't
mean it can't be your prime time date spot.
On the weekends, you can take the brand
spanking new bus routes over to Walmart
for some crazy Rock Bottom prices!

Whether you're looking for the lowest
prices in fertilizers or wish to peruse the top
of the bargain line of clothing, it'll titillate
both you and your partner for hours, which
will clearly lead to post-purchase coitus.
Stock up on the essentials: scented candles,
rose petals, economy-size moisturizing
lotion, Puffs Tissues, Ultimate Pilates Vol.
4, oversized exercise mat. All for just 15
bucks! Creativity in lovemaking never
came so cheap.

If you want the traditional dinner and
a movie, don't be lame and eat on campus.
Oh, that looks good: "Hey baby, your swipe
or mine?" There are plenty of awesome off
campus goods to impress your date and
your taste buds. My favorite is Luigi's
pizzeria - about a mile and a half east going
on 25a. Good prices and probably the best
Italian I've had. Green Cactus is top of the
line Mexican, just across the train station.
Or to show some class, wine (or sake) and
dine over at Hoshi Sushi, at the comer of
Stony Brook Rd. and 347. Wow, I actually
gave some useful advice, this had better
stop before I get used to it.

3. The right answer is: your bed.
4. The wrong answer is: Jasmine,

SAC, EOB, Benedict, Kelly, and certainly
not Roth in that order. Be creative damn it,
- campus food does not impress!

5. Finally, the perfect place to spark
that fire is with the pickup line to get that
guy/girl no matter what major they're in (I
really thought up all these myself, and no,
it's not meant to be sexist though it's clear-
ly written from a male perspective):
Astronomy - Hey baby, if you were the sky,
I'd gaze at you until the sun inevitably
swells up so large that it extinguishes all
life on the earth.
Biology - Hey baby, let's make like two
paramecium and conjugate, or, hey, did you
know the human body is 70% water? Yeah,
and I'm really thirsty.
Chemistry - Hey baby, we must be two
oppositely charged ions, 'cause I'm soo
attracted to you.
Dentistry - Hey baby, you look like you've
been eating a lot of sweets...I'd love to give
you a cavity check.
Engineering - Hey baby, just looking at
your hotness fried my circuits, or, resist-
ance is futile.
History - Hey baby, wanna reenact history?
You be Catherine the Great and I'll be the
horse...
Math - Hey baby, if you just give me 5 min-
utes, I could show you proof that I'm great
in bed.
Music - Hey baby, I'll bang your bongos,
you toot my flute, and together we'll make
beautiful music all night.
Philosophy - Hey baby, theoretically, we
could be having the best sex of our lives.
Physics - Hey baby, I think you and I have
a lot of potential... let's make it kinetic.
Sociology - Hey baby, everybody's doing it.
Why not us?
Women's Studies - Hey baby, I'm into
women's studies. You get an A.
Asian Studies - Hey baby, me so horny!
(Oh screw you, you better not try this)
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By Michael Tiongson

B efore attending the Minbuza
Japanese Folk Dance and Music
presentation, I was skeptical about

the quality of the performance at the
Charles B. Wang center. Since the entrance
fee was only a meager $5, I wondered if the
show would be exciting enough to keep me
awake for the next couple of hours.
However, as soon as the first act came on, I
knew that my initial premonitions were
very wrong. The Minbuza Folk Dance and
Music show was a beautifully diverse and
vivid display of traditional Japanese art,
which included drum, flute, harp, and dance
performances.

The first act was presented by Stony
Brook's very own Taiko Tides, a student
based group from Stony Brook University.
Although many of the students were not
Japanese, their performance was still very
spirited and energetic, but precise at the
same time. They really sounded like they
had a firm grasp on what they were doing
and it is obvious that they spent many hours
practicing in preparation for the perform-
ance. At first, the rhythm of the drums beat
at a slow but steady pace, but quickly esca-
lated. A pair of drummers playing soon
turned into a crowd of people beating their
drums in sync.

The second act was presented by Ryu
Shu Kan, a husband and wife team skilled
at the traditional Japanese flute and harp.
Hiroko, the wife, was dressed in a tradition-
al Japanese kimono and hairstyle as she
played her piece on her harp. The harp was
a very interesting looking instrument and
differed greatly from the western harp most
Americans are accustomed to seeing. The
wooden harp was a long and slender instru-
ment, several feet long. It was played using
the fingers and wooden tabs attached to the
fingers. Her husband was also dressed in a
traditional Japanese outfit-as he played the
flute.

The main act, performed by Minbuza,
was presented last. The dance troupe con-
sisted of an all Japanese group which was
mostly women with the exception of one
male. The All the dances were strictly tradi-
tional dances with no modern mix whatso-
ever, meaning that many of the dances
emphasized graceful, yet conservative
movements, and the outfits worn were
based on traditional Japanese dress. The
first dance, "Ayoko Mai," is a dance so old
that it was one of the original inspirations
for Japanese Kabuki Dance. It was per-
formed by two women and the movements
consisted mostly of slow but certain move-
ments, small steps, and hand motions. Both
feet must always have a firm grasp of the
ground- not just for balance, but because
the ancient Japanese believed energy flows
from the ground to them, allowing them to
dance.

The next dance, "Mugiya Bushi" was
a former warrior's dance from the Toyama
Prefecture, and performed in honor of the
samurai. The dancers wore dress similar to
that of a samurai along with rice hats. The
dance was performed at a much faster pace
than the "Ayako Mai," and integrated the
use of the rice hats into the dance. Mugiya
Bushi was a manly dance and therefore,
more free movement was allowed.

The "Yagi Bushi, Hanagasa Odori,
and Eisa," were all dances dedicated to the
season of summer. These dances were dras-
tically different from the preceding ones.
First, the facial expressions were not stern
and solemn like the previous ones, but
instead were smiling and radiating with
childlike joy. The colors used in the outfits
were mostly bright colors, all related to the
summer season. The umbrellas used were
colored in alternating orange and white
swirls, so that when spun, it would look
something like a summer flower or the sun.
The dances were cheerful and carefree and
the voices singing expressed a very happy
tone.

Another memorable dance was the
Shi Shi Mai, a Japanese lion dance. If you
have seen a Chinese dragon dance, you
probably have an idea of what this dance is
like. This dance is performed by a person
underneath a sheet that operates a fake lion
head. Unlike the Chinese dragon dance, this
lion costume is much smaller, but the
dancer exhibits much more motion and the
lion, much more emotion. During the dance
the lion runs about and roars, falls asleep,
and even eats an orange and throws up the
orange peel.

Overall I thought the Minbuza
Japanese Folk Dance and Music perform-
ance was an amazing show. Not only was
every single act was immensely entertain-
ing, but I truly believe that the performers
succeeded in bringing a small part of Japan
to the Wang center. The music, the people
and the costumes were enough to great an
atmosphere that felt like traditional Japan.

[AA]2 - AA E-ZINE PHOTO CONTEST
of Wang Center for 2006 Calendar
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Sex and the Brc
Trick or Tramp knew that we weren't 'together' and he could be

fucking as many random people as he wanted,
Halloween is one of my favorite holidays. just not Mark.

It's the time of the year where you can be any- John, Charlie, Janey, our friends Maria,
thing you want to be, no matter how unconven- Cindy, and Alicia, and I were all walking over to
tional, original, or skanky. Halloween is one of Cardozo in Roth Quad for our friend Chris'
those holidays you need to prepare for. You need birthday party. We got there and, much to our
to plan your costume, get your supplies, and surprise, it was all free. So I got a cup and head-
make sure that your costume is the one that ed to the keg. I didn't know what kind of beer it
stands out among all the rest. was but it didn't taste horrible so I made sure I

Things had been going pretty good with had a steady supply going. After a little while a
Seth by the time Halloween rolled around. We friend of mine told me to go into the 'A' room
had hung out a couple times with no action, just because they were doing Tequila shots. I didn't
flirting at this point. We were going to a want to do it alone so I told him I'd be right
Halloween party in two weeks in Roth Quad , there as I looked for one of my friends. Charlie
that a couple of my friends were throw- and Jamey were playing beer pong, Cindy
ing. I was in his room sitting on his and Alicia were dancing, John and
bed watching 'The Ring' while he / . \ Maria were making out. Wait. Double-
played around on the computer. take. What the fuck? That sure is

"So what're you being for random, they both must be plastered.
Halloween again?" I asked him. - / With all of my friends occupied I

"I'm gonna be a cowboy," he \ ' / just went in and did a shot by myself,
said, "I know, corny, but it's all I -"•-- _ and it hit me almost right away. I
could come up with. Why, what're you stumbled out of the room still tasting the
being?" Tequila in my throat. I got into the hallway and

"An 80's death rocker; I'm gonna be for some reason thought that it would be a good
hot," I said. idea to drunk-dial Seth. Now, if you know the

"Yeah, okay," he said sarcastically. term 'drunk-dial' you know it can either be a lot
"Fuck you," I joked, "I should get going of fun, or very, very bad. Unfortunately for me

though, I gotta paper to write." this turned into one of those very, very bad
"All right, I'll walk you a little ways," drunk dials.

he said. "Hey!" I said with as much enthusiasm
I got my jacket on and we walked outside, as anyone with six beers and a shot of Tequila

we walked for a little while talking until we in-them would have.
finally stopped as I was about to go. "You sound like your having fun," he

"So you wanna grab lunch tomorrow?" I said back.
asked. "I am! You should come here, we're in

"Yeah, that'd be good..." He said, he Car-" I started.
trailed off and just kind of looked at me. It was "I'm sick," He said.
an awkward pause that wasn't awkward at all, "Oh no. Are you all right?" I asked.
but actually nice. I thought that this was it, "Yeah, just a bad cold," he responded.
maybe I'd actually get a goodnight kiss. He "Oh, well feel better," I said.
leaned in and as I was leaning in I all of the sud- "Thanks," he said. Then there was a
den freaked and turned my head a little so that moment of awkward silence.
it was just a hug. As we pulled away I immedi- "Umm...." I started, "I have to ask you
ately felt stupid. something," I said.

"That was lame." I said. So like a movie "What is it?"
moment I grabbed him by the arm and pulled in "I saw on facebook-" What was I doing?
for a real kiss, yet as I kissed him I felt his "-that you were friends with Mark, he lives in
mouth being completely still. He wasn't kissing Kelly-" I was making a complete fool out of
me at all but just standing there with my lips on myself.
his. So I pulled away and looked at him, I said
good night, that I would talk to him later, turned
and walked away. I got back to my room replay-
ing back the horribly awkward kiss in my head
the whole way. When I got into my room I saw an
IM from him on the screen. I figured it was
telling me how disgusting he thought I was and
that he never wanted to see me again. But to my
surprise he just wanted to see where I wanted to
go to lunch the next day. I IM'd him back
"Jasmine and it was a date," I think.

I got bored later that night, and what do
I do when I'm bored? Stalk people on facebook is
what I do. I was looking at Seth's profile and
thought I'd check out his friends. As I was
scrolling down I was hit in the face with a gigan-
tic brick, figuratively of course. There he was,
Mark, How could anyone as nice as Seth be
friends with an asshole like Mark? I was just
stunned.

"Maybe they don't even know each
other?" Ed said, trying to comfort me.

"Yeah, how many random befriended
random gay guys just you cuz you're gay, it
could be like that," John added.

"But what if it's not, what if they fuck,
like a lot?" I asked.

"Dude calm down," said John, "we're
going to a sick party tonight, so just chill and
relax." I was calmer as I was getting ready to go
out but it was still in the back of my mind. I

"Yeah, he's a friend of mine, why?"
"Oh, I...um...I hooked up with him near

the beginning of the semester, and he...I just
didn't know you knew him."

"Yeah, I know," he said.
Why would he know that, I thought. What

had Mark told him? "Oh, um...you know what, I
have to go, sorry, I got to go back to my room, I'll
talk to you later I guess. Bye." And I hung up. I
went back up to the party and by that time John
was ready to go, so I got my jacket and we left.
Once out the door I fell down, attempting to
sleep in the flowerbed outside, John picked me
up and helped me back to my room. Once I got
inside I got on my computer and saw that Seth
was on. The only thing worse than a drunk-dial
is a drunken instant message.

rudy0101: hey, I'm sorry about tonight,
I'm just really drunk and I don't know what I
was saying

seth_man85: it's all right, shit happens
rudy0101: it's just I really like you but

I really dislike Mark and I really want things to
work out with you

seth_man85: but that's the thing, I'm not
really looking for a relationship, just friends

rudy0101: oh
seth_man85: but threes nothing saying

friends can't cuddle or do stuff sometimes
rudy0101: yeah, that sounds good
rudy0101: and I'm really sorry I made

By Rudy Randall
things awkward the other night with the kiss, I
just, I don't even know

seth_man85: don't say that, don't do
that, it's fine

rudy0101: I think the whole Mark thing
just got to me cuz I think it scares me cuz I don't
like him

sethman85: I'm not hooking up with
him if that's what you think, I wouldn't do that
with him, we're just friends

rudy0101: ok
rudy0101: I think I'm going to go to bed

though, I'm real tired.
seth_man85: all right
rudy0101: night
I went to bed that night feeling fine.

However John awoke not feeling so fine. Not only
was he hung over, but as he left his room he
passed Maria in the hallway and received a cold,
non-friendly stare.

"Hey, Maria," he said trying to get a
response.

"Hey," she said rather blankly.
"What's going on?" John'asked.
"Um...last night. I didn't...I was just

really drunk," she said.
"Yeah, I was too."
"Okay, Well then I'll see ya around," she

said as she turned.
"Is everything all right...with us?" he

asked
"Uh-huh," Maria replied, although not

fully convincing.
It had been three days and I still hadn't

heard from Seth, I figured that I always IM'd or
called him and if he wanted to talk to me he
could call or IM me. Two days later I still had-
n't heard from him. I was getting ready to go to
a party with Maria, Cindy, and our friend Becky.
The party was in Roth again, our friend Erik
always threw the best parties so we were in for
a good time. As we walked up to the door I
noticed two people making out in front of the
door as I got closer I noticed that it was two
guys. I was pretty shocked considering you
don't see a lot of that around campus. As I was
doubly shocked as when I got even closer I
noticed that it was Seth and Mark. They stopped
and walked inside, I wasn't sure if they had
seen me or not. I stopped in my place and stood
frozen.

"What's up?" Maria asked.
"I can't go in there," I said.
"What, come on," Becky said.
"No, I want to go. Sorry, I'll see you

later." I quickly turned and left. Nobody had
ever made me cry before, but for some reason
this hit me like a semi. I don't know if I had got-
ten attached too quickly, or if I expected too
much, or if I was overreacting. John told me that
it wasn't worth my time, Charlie told me that I
deserved better, and Ed offered to beat him up.
I went to sleep that night with puffy eyes and
the songs playing on my iTunes that you play
when you have puffy eyes. I went to sleep won-
dering why I care so much and why I even waste
my energy with this shit. I went to sleep that
night cursing the world swearing I'd do better
next time. However, I also went to bed that night
knowing it'd be better next time, because not
only do I have the power to get over this, but I
have a team behind me. I have my own personal
grand stand cheering me on, building me up,
and breaking knee caps Tonya Harding style. I
had people who loved and cared about me, and
was worth more than any lying gay cowboy any-
way.

The next morning I awoke to an instant
message from a 'jerryl42,16', I looked him up on
facebook. Not only was he cute, funny, and
seemed nice, but he was from my hometown. Seth
who?
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#12: Comic Relieffor the Unrelieved
College, college, college. That time of life

where it's your last chance to act like a child.
It's that four years of freedom, four years of
booze, and four years of the best years of your
life.

Of course, not everything in college is so
much fun, there are the annoying drawbacks
that you must put up with. For example, if you
dorm, you have to move in. and everyone knows
that moving in is such a BITCH. First of all, you
have to pack everything you think you will need.
You're at home going through your closet, trying
to find which clothes are worth packing and
which should stay at home and you think to
yourself ,"hmm, do I need to bring this shirt, I
mean I know I only wore it once but I could very
likely need to wear it one day and then if I don't
have it I'll be like 'fuck, I don't have that shirt-
I need that shirt, why didn't I pack that shirt?'
I think I'll pack it." So eventually, you know,
you end up packing your entire wardrobe. You
leave the closet at home bare and it looks as if
your luggage is so big that not only will it all
NOT fit into the car, but it's so big that it can BE
a car.

Then there are those little trinkets-
those odds and ends you'll need at school, for
example, a pair of scissors. I'm sure many peo-
ple have looked that little necessity over, they
haven't given the pair of scissors much thought.
But when you go to school you realize that you
need it. Another thing is tape. Which is funny
because you need both scissors and tape. You
need something to cut, and something else to put
things together. Then when you start thinking
about those little things you start wondering
what other little things would I need. I
have a container of baby wipes in my
room. I have no idea what purpose
they will serve but I have them, just
in CASE!! I don't know, I might have to
wipe a baby's ass while I'm here. It's /
an unlikely event bt
should happen, I wi
be prepared. And
remember, you
cannot forget the
posters. What
dorm room is
complete without
those witty
posters? When
people come into
your room they
want to be greete
with a poster thatj
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makes tnem cnuckle ana go
"heh, that's cute." You want that
appreciation, because you didn't hang that
poster for people to walk into your room and
miss it- NO, you have that poster because right
when someone walks in that door you want to
dazzle them with your talent of choosing out
funny posters.

So after you've packed all of the things
that you deem completely essential for your life
in college, you've got a lot of bags and boxes of
things ready to be transported in your vehicle.

Now once you've found a car big enough to fit
your things (like a fucking full-sized pickup
truck), you're ready to go- but not just yet. Now
you have to carry everything out to the car.
You've got like a backpack full of shit, a suitcase
in one hand and as much shit as you can carry
in the other hand. And after like 20 trips from
your house to the car, carrying all of the shit
that you HAD to hiave, 20 trips of you
.-.... n a .. .. -- 1

r
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ing along so
shit, you've
broken a
huge sweat
and are now
fi n a ly
ready to go.
Now you've
driven all
of your
stuff to
campus
and the
trip is
finally over
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arrived... but now you
have to carry ALL of that shit all over again up
three flights of stairs because the elevator
decided to break on the day you moved in. Now
there is another 20 trips of cursing and aching;
carrying your shit to your room and dropping
your bags all over the floor until you cannot see
the floor again. You are literally stepping over
your stuff because there is no more room to
walk. If there were roaches or ants in the room,
they were now dead because you have suffocat-
ed them with your shit. But it's ok, because now
you have finally ended your journey with the
moving of your vital necessities from home to
campus. This is the part where you insert a big
sigh of relief.., but only for a moment! Because

access to the wipes, if you need to clean your
hands or face, you need easy access- no matter
what it is, you will need easy access to the
wipes. And also, our precious posters need a
specially designated spot on the wall to hang.
You need to strategically place it on a spot
where a person that is walking into your room.
can see it. It's an in-your-face kind of thing.
Trust me, if you had the option to hang it right
in frnnt nf the door vtou would- hPbecause von

o be seen.

rhought-Bytes
If sex sells, is the pervert the buyer?
Because that's called prostitution.
I've counted how many licks it takes
to the center of a Tootsie Pop. On a
similar note, I now have no more
friends because I was too busy count-
ing the licks.
You know how you need to have a lot of
singles to go to a strip club. Imagine

being the bank teller that has to
S give someone the singles. You'd

be like "So you want me to cash
this $1 00 hill for singles?"

Right then and there, the bank teller
knows exactly what's on the agenda for the
night.

you have to unpack ALL of the
ait that you struggled packing
and moving all in less that 24
hours prior to move in. Now
you must rummage through
every bag and decide on a
place for every little thing.
Now you need to designate a
drawer that will be the

drawer worthy enough to
hold your scissors and tape.

Because you can't just throw
our stuff anywhere, it has to
in a place where whenever you
1 +001'.i k L L pa; y
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self "this is the home of my scissors and
tape, the day I will need to use them I shall sum-
mon that drawer and get my supplies." The baby
wipes need to place easily accessible in the
event that you need to use it. Because even
though baby wipes are hardly used, the day
they need to be used, you need them to be easi-
ly accessible because any situation that
requires a baby wipe is not a situation where
you have time to look for them. You don't fuck
with that, if it's a baby's ass, you need easy

Comic Update!
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In a move that has sent shockwaves
through the entire Stony Brook media wing,
"Miss" Kristine Renigen and "Sugarbunny"
Stephanie Hayes were finally married in a
super-secret ceremony a month ago, not
eclipsing the Demi Moore-Ashton Kutcher
wedding that happened last year, dammit!

A friendship existing since the
Confederation, Renigen decided to pop the
question and ask Hayes for her hand in mar-
riage over of a bottle of Wild Turkey.
Hayes, obviously, said "yes" and left
Foo Fighters lead singer Dave Grohl
at the altar.

The two drove all the way out
to a desert outside of Las Vegas in a
hot pink Republican SUV and ordered.
a shotgun wedding that miraculously
drew the attention of all the rain-
bows, fairies, leprechauns, and uni-
corns from around the world turning
the Nevada desert into a happy magi-
cal wonderland. They both were mar-
ried by Star Wars' Yoda with the
ringbearer Gollum from The Lord Of
The Rings.

"Wife and wife, I pronounce
you. Now!" said the overjoyed Yoda as
he fearlessly married the two wun-
derfreunds in the face of Nevada's
uncertainty of same-sex marriage,
hlut nrt bh.nf r. Rp ni c n ric l /rr ;i io
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wrestled the ring away from Gollum.
The media wing did not know about

the legendary union of two bestest friends in
the whole-wide world until some football
sterno questioned Hayes in the SBU-TV office
the returning weekend about her marital sta-
tus through Facebook.

"Duh, you fucking idiot!" exclaimed
Hayes.

Waves were felt through the media
wing after disclosing what happened, know-
ing that a cherished faction would no doubt
benefit the media sect of Stony Brook.

"I cannot tell you what this marriage
can do for all Stony Brook media," says
Michael Nevradakis, Program Director of
WUSB and ruler of the Parthenon. "First, the
happiness generated from these two insepa-
rable people will pour out into other person-
nel and into other media clubs, making other
people real happy. Second, people will be so
happy that everyone will work together and
much smoother than ever before. Finally, we

have all the happiness in the world to crush
Rupert Murdoch and the Fox News Channel
and destroy all that is miserable with the
media world today."

Meanwhile, police in Texas found a
man shot to death outside a 7-11, leaving
many bunny rabbits and fake-ass cowboys
mortified. Reports of a New Mexico drifter
discovering a police officer locked inside the
trunk of his own police car are also surfac-
ing. And a bank in Phoenix, Arizona was
robbed, all prior to the wedding. Sources say

ot:
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By Vincent Michael Festa

that there was tape evidence of Hayes holding
up the bank with the gun, but Renigen stole
the tape and is planning to show it in an
upcoming SBU-TV broadcast for fun.

"Who cares if police were trapped in
their trunks, that banks were robbed, or peo-
ple were murdered?" Renigen said.
"Stephanie and I are taking ov-ahhh!" as she
laughed and represented Wild Style.

Renigen announced that they will have
an official wedding at Niagara
Falls in upstate New York. Among
those invited are the usual SB
media wing members, Napoleon
Dynamite, some guy named "Pink"
Floyd, Thurston Moore of Sonic
Youth, and Pedro the Lion...not the
band, but an actual lion named
Pedro. The wedding cake will be
from Entenmann's and SB media
wing groupie Rob Berger will be
the maid of honor.

"OH...MY.. GOD! I feel so
happy!," quoted Berger as he gave
me a giant hug from here to
Olympia, Washington.

Magneto had this to say:
"Stephanie and Kristine are totally
inseparable. Totally inseparable
as me trying to get this blasted
truck off of me!" as he struggled to
Ixlr tl- o ff fOn timn Pr im \f tith

Transformers.
Vincent Gallo, critically acclaimed

filmmaker and anti-Buffalo-ite, was not
invited due to his remarks against Buffalo
and Rochester.

"Go eat at the Mighty Taco, you five-
and-dimers!" quoted a very offended Gallo.

The wedding will take place this
spring, or whenever Ted Leo And The
Pharmacists put out another record.

Misadventures in Rock Continuc

took the ticket off me. I realized that he didn't
give me any money. I said "Face value, that
means I take a loss." We walked into town.

We met up with a bunch of guys going to
the show. One of them needed a ticket. My new
friend, who had my ticket, said, "you're in
luck." He sold my ticket to him for $75. That
is less than the value of the ticket, I smiled at
the way he hustled me. He had everyone sing
Temptations songs. I told him about my friend
Mikey, who is the biggest Sly and the Family
Stone fan ever-went to see Sly at Madison
Square Garden in '74. Former Temptation Eddie
Kendrix was leading off. He had top ten hit,
"Keep on Truckin"' Sly got married in the mid-
dle of his show that night.

My new friend, who just hustled me, took
me to a bar and brought me a beer and gave me
$40. I hung in the bar and mixed it up with
some of the folks there. I said "This is the most
unorganized and poorly planned things I ever
did."

I got to the stadium. The young couple
showed up.' Kool!!! I gave them a hug and
brought them a few beers. PNC Park filled up
and at 7:00 pm Pearl Jam took the stage. Eddie

Vedder was kool that night. After every song, I
got up and screamed "Eddie!!!" I love that guy.
Pearl Jam was on that night. They did a full set
that included "Evenflow," and "Jeremy" and
"Alive." I wanted to hear them do "Evolution."
The crowd was into it-That is not always the
case with "Warm Up" bands. Pearl Jam wrapped
up their set by covering Neil Young's "Rockin'
in the Free World."

The Stones opened up with "Start me Up"
after they set off explosions on the stage. The
whole stadium was feeling good. They did a song
called "You got me Rockin'." The boys were on
that night. They did "She's so cold"-that is just
a bad song. We got through it. Most of the songs
they did were from the '70s and a good number
of songs from the '60s. They did a real nice
tribute to Ray Charles: they covered "Oh No, Not
You again," and they had images of Ray on the
video monitor for the fans. The boys did "Rocks
Off" from exile on Main Street. They did their
1966 hit "Paint it Black" and their 1965 hit
"Get Off my Cloud," to my surprise.

The band went on to do their classics
"Jumping Jack Flash," "Honky Tonk Woman,"
"Satisfaction" and "Brown Sugar." They turned
these old songs into big jams. Before you die,
you need to see Keith Richards play the guitar,

Bizarre Fun!
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By Rob Gilheany

and see Charley Watts play the drums. With the
Stones you see both. This tour is on the heals of
Charley overcoming throat cancer. Mick was on.
A sober Ronnie Wood plays better the ever.
They had a kick ass horn section, Bobby Keys
has been blowing sax for them since 1971. Their
original bass player reterd years ago, Former
Miles Davis bassist Dante Jones plays bass for
them, and Allman Brothers veteran Chuck
Lavalle is on Keyboards. Nobody cares about
their new album. They don't need to record
anymore, just tour every two years. The new
album, everyone says, has two or three good
songs on it. Every artist or songwriter has X
number of albums in them.

They have more than enough of a body of
work to do tours. The Stone live shows are bet-
ter than ever. They take a more professional
approach to tours and shows. They don't come
on stage drunk, or keep there fans waiting, like
they used to. They just put on the
best rock and roll show you will ever see. Zach
Smith said they are the best live band ever.
"They don't do anthems, this is rock-n- roll it
is about boners and where to put them."

Everyone left the stadium thrilled and
happy. I made my way to the Greyhound station
and took a 3:00 am bus to New York.
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